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Montaigne and Socrates

Elaine Limbrick

"II faut se connaître soi-même: quand cela ne servirait pas à trouver le vrai, cela au

moins sert à régler sa vie, et il n'y a rien de plus juste.'.''

These words of Pascal might well have been written by Montaigne for they summarise his

own philosophical journey. The Socratic precept "Know thyself "was the central pivot of

his thought. Self-knowledge, according to Montaigne, is the beginning of all wisdom and

upon this he attempts to establish the criterion of truth and a secular morality. In so doing

he was following faithfully in the footsteps of Socrates.

The personality and teachings of Socrates, as Etienne Gilson points out in L'Esprit de la

Philosophie Médiévale, exercised a tremendous influence upon thinkers from the time of

the Stoics up to Montaigne and Pascal, since Socrates emphasized that the proper study of

mankind is man and not the external physical world.^ Wisdom for St. Augustine was: "re-

rum humanarum divinarumque scientia."^ This traditional Christian concept, which led to

a system of ethics based upon the analysis of the individual conscience according to the

doctrines of the Catholic Church, was to be replaced at the end of the sixteenth century

by a new secular concept based upon the Socratic ideal of man. The new Renaissance man

was an autonomous rational being free to determine his own moral conduct. Such is the

portrait of the "honnête homme" that emerges from the pages of Montaigne's Essais.^

I

MONTAIGNE'S SOURCES FOR SOCRATES

"Tel allègue Platon et Homère, qui ne les veid onques. Et moy ay prins des lieux assez

ailleurs qu'en leur source."^

Many are the sources, both ancient and modem, that Montaigne drew upon for his portrait

of Socrates in the Essais. Upon examining the actual textual references to Socrates some

interesting facts emerge that enable us to ascertain the most probable sources for Mon-

taigne's portrait of Socrates. The name of Socrates is mentioned 13 times in the 1580 edi-

tion of the Essais, 26 times in the 1588 edition, 59 times in the 1595 edition. The sources

for the references to Socrates in the 1580 and 1588 editions are extremely varied and one

can only conclude that Montaigne gleaned his knowledge of Socrates from his readings of

Cicero, St. Augustine, Plutarch, Xenophon, Plato, and commonplace books such as Dio-

genes Laertius' Life of the Philosophers^ and Joannis Stobaeus' Sententiae^ The major

sources in the 1595 edition are clearly Plato and Xenophon, a natural choice on the part

of Montaigne since they both knew Socrates personally, wrote copiously about him, and

record the defense Socrates is supposed to have made at his trial. Although their evidence

conflicts and the portrait of Socrates that Xenophon draws is terribly dull in comparison

with the witty metaphysician that Plato describes, Montaigne inclines more towards Xeno-

phon's assessment of Socrates since he stressed the practical morality that Socrates taught:
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Pythagoras, disent-ils, a suivy une philosophie toute en contemplation, Socrates toute

en meurs et en action; Platon en a trouvé le temperament entre les deux. Mais ils le disent

pour en conter, et le vray temperament se trouve en Socrates, et Platon est bien plus Soc-

ratique que Pythagorique, et luy sied mieux.^

Montaigne most likely used Ficino's Latin translation of Plato's works, since it was the

most frequently reprinted translation of Plato in the sixteenth century.^ Ficino had a great

admiration for Socrates and did not hesitate to establish a parallel between Christ and Soc-

rates that makes the latter the "adumbratio" (a rough sketch) of Christ. Ficino had dis-

covered Socrates and Plato through reading the works of St. Augustine, notably in the City

of God, and so justifies his defence and apology of Platonism. When writing to the son of

Poggio, he stresses the necessity of following the Delphic precept:

Nihil enim magis ad hominem pertinet quam quae de anima disputant. Sic et Delphi-

cum praeceptum illud impletur, nosce te ipsum et cetera omnia sagacius, quae vel super

animam vel infra animam sunt investigantur.*^

It is difficult to establish the exact number of direct quotations from Plato's works, since

many of them in the 1588 and 1595 editions are taken from Cicero's philosophical works

which popularized the thought of the Academy, and we find cross references upon the

same topic in Xenophon and Plutarch also. However, from 1588 onwards, which marks a

turning point in Montaigne's evolution as a thinker, he studies Plato's works in depth and

borrows heavily from him (110 quotations), showing interest above all in Plato's portrait

of Socrates. For example, in his essay "Des Coches" Montaigne incorporates a long passage

from the Symposium (p. 1007), and The Defence of Socrates is a primary source for the

essay "De la Phisionomie" in which Montaigne quotes a long extract from Socrates' speech

before his judges (pp. 1181-1183). In the "Apologie de Raimond Sebond" Montaigne quotes

from the Apology, the Timaeus, the Theaetetus and the Pbaedo in support of Socratic ig-

norance (pp. 55 3-564), the maieutic method (pp. 566-567), and the thesis that the proper

study of philosophy is man himself (pp. 603, 611). Montaigne introduces the very first re-

ference to the Socratic maxim "Fay ton faict et te cognoy" in a (c) addition to the text of

Chapter III (Livre i), p. 35, saying that Plato often quotes this precept and explaining the

moral implications. A later reference at the very end of Chapter VI (Livre ii), p. 418 attri-

butes the title of "Sage" conferred upon Socrates to this self-knowledge.

The Memorabilia of Xenophon are a major source of Montaigne's knowledge of Soc-

rates and he used Sebastian Castallion's translation of 1551. Montaigne's friend La Boétie

had published a translation of the Oeconomicus in 1562 in the preface of which Montaigne

called Xenophon: "Un gentilhomme de marque, très grand homme de guerre et de paix."

Montaigne admired great military leaders and his first mention of Xenophon in the Essais

is: "comme grand capitaine et philosophe des premiers disciples de Socrates" (p. 49). Mon-

taigne tends to use Xenophon to stress the more practical and civic virtues of Socrates.

For example, six quotations from xhc Memorabilia speak of observing moderation and of

leading a practical life. Xenophon's Socrates is concerned with elaborating a code of con-

duct based upon the "golden mean": "(c) Sa grandeur ne s'exerce pas en la grandeur,

c'est en la médiocrité" (p. 905). Moreover Montaigne justifies his own moral laziness by

taking as his personal motto the maxim "Selon qu'on peut" and inscribing it on the first

page of several of his books (p. 916). He also refers twice to Xenophon's interpretation of
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the Socratic precept in the Memorabilia IV, 2, 24-30, elaborating upon Xenophon's inter-

pretation in Book III of the Essais at the end of Chapter IX (p. 1123) and briefly mention-

ing it in Chapter XIII (p. 1206). He approves wholeheartedly of Socrates' disregard for

physics and metaphysics: "C'est, à I'advis de Socrates, et au mien aussi, le plus sagement

jugé du ciel que n'en juger point." (p. 599). He justifies his own religious conservatism by

referring to the passage in the Memorabilia (I, 3, 1-2) when the Priestess at Delphi says one

must: "Follow the custom of the State: that is the way to act piously." Montaigne writes:

"Car c'est la regie des regies, et générale loy des loix, que chacun observe celles du lieu où

il est" (p. 148). Finally Montaigne uses Xenophon as a source for anecdotes about Soc-

rates' wife Xanthippe (p. 656), his concern for preserving good health (p. 1212), and Soc-

rates' courage during the thirty days he spent awaiting death (p. 687).

Much of Montaigne's knowledge of the life of Socrates and his teachings was derived

from his readings of Cicero's philosophical works, notably the Academica and the Tuscu-

lanae Disputationes, which he began to study in earnest after 1588. It should be remem-

bered that Cicero's philosophical works were the greatest source of information upon the

different schools of philosophy in classical antiquity until the end of the sixteenth century

and his own personal eclectic philosophy laid the foundations of the civilisation of the

Christian world. Moreover, St. Augustine's knowledge of Platonism was derived from his

studies of Cicero, and he achieved thereby a synthesis of classical and Christian thought

which was to influence Christianity profoundly, particularly during the Renaissance and

Classical periods in Europe. Cicero's account of the historical importance of Socrates un-

derlines the new moral direction that Socrates gave to philosophy as distinct from its for-

mer preoccupation with the mysteries of the physical universe.^

^

In his philosophical treatises Cicero proclaimed himself to be the faithful disciple of both

Socrates and Plato and stated that all the followers of the Academy practised Socratic

irony.^^ Montaigne, although he says that no one will ever equal Cicero's eloquence as an

orator, did admit to being bored by his floods of eloquence. He preferred infinitely Cic-

ero's works on moral philosophy: "(a) Quant à Cicero, les ouvrages qui me peuvent servir

chez luy à mon desseing, ce sont ceux qui traitent de la philosophie signamment morale.
"^^

Montaigne was to be greatly influenced by Cicero's concept of the "bonus civis" in his for-

mulation of an ethical code for the sixteenth century "honnête homme."^^ Indeed, Cicero,

like Montaigne, had proposed a morality based upon the golden mean and inspired by his

own interpretation of the Socratic maxim "Know thyself" which would be accessible to

the average Roman citizen. Cicero had rejected, as Montaigne did, the lofty moral precepts

of the Stoics in order to propound a dynamic ethical system which was more human and

more pragmatic.

St. Augustine has already been mentioned as a source of additional information upon

Socrates. Montaigne studied in depth the City of God between 1588-92, most likely in one

of the editions that appeared in Paris (1531, 1541 or 1555) which included the famous

notes and commentaries upon the text by Vives. The notes, for example, on the City of

God, IX, xvi, analyse in great detail the Platonic concept of God which Montaigne may
have used in the "Apologie de Raimond Sebond." St. Augustine appreciated also the quali-

ties of Socrates the moral philosopher, as far as the active life in society was concerned:

"Socrates in activa excelluisse memoratur."'^ St. Augustine culled his knowledge of Soc-

rates from Cicero's philosophical works.
'^
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The Augustinian tradition with its insistence upon introspection, upon self-knowledge in

order to arrive at knowledge of God, was also to, influence Montaigne through his reading

and translation of Raymond Sebon's Liber Creaturarum. Both Sebon and Montaigne stress

that the study of the self is the wise man's chief concern. Sebon states that "l'extrême mal

de l'homme est s'ignorer soy-mesmes" and that the first thing one must do is to show man
"I'eschelle de nature par laquelle l'homme monte à la cognoissance de soy et de son créa-

teur."'^

Plutarch's Mor«/îfl are a minor source of information upon Socrates. Montaigne valued

Plutarch above all as a moralist and he quotes him as having '"... les opinions Platoniques;

douces et accommodables à la société civile;..." (p. 454). Bernard Latzarus in his study,

Les Idées Religieuses de Plutarque (Paris: 1920) stresses the direct influence of Socrates

upon Plutarch who wanted to propagate a universal religion in which the Divinity was

conceived as being the Ultimate Perfection, an eternal timeless being whom one should

salute with reverence, saying "Tu es l'Un." The final pages of the "Apologie de Raimond

Sebond" from the paragraph beginning: "Finalement, il n'y a aucune constante existence,

ny de nostre estre, ny de celuy des objets" (p. 679) are a direct translation of Plutarch's

treatise The E at Delphi (392-393), with a few quotations inserted from Plato's Theaetetus

(p. 680) and Timaeiis (p. 682).

For the humanists of the Renaissance Socrates was a man of divine stature, as portrayed

in the Dialogues of Plato and xhc Memorabilia of Xenophon. Marsile Ficin was responsible

for the launching of the cult of Socrates as the forerunner of Christ. Socrates was considered

to be a Prophet because of his sublime message, and to be a Saint also, because of his virtu-

ous life and death. '^ Erasmus honoured Socrates so much that he tells us in the Adage 2201,

called "Sileni Alcibiadis," he can scarcely refrain from saying "Saint Socrates, pray for us."

Cardinal Sadoleto, an ardent Ciceronian whose ideas on education as shown in h.\sDe Lib-

eris recte instituendis liber (1530) are strikingly similar to Montaigne's, tried to reconcile

the best in ancient philosophy with Christian doctrine in his very popular De Laudibus

Philosophiae (Lyon: 1538). In the second book Sadoleto refers to the Delphic inscription

and its moral message in terms that are reminiscent of Cicero.^' Many are the references to

Socrates that abound in the writings of Renaissance humanists: Montaigne had an ample

fund to draw upon for his own portrait of Socrates in the Essais.

II

PROBLEMS OF INTERPRETATION: SOCRATES' ROLE

The figuré of Socrates in history and his role as a philosopher has been subject to much de-

bate and led to many interpretations of his teachings.^*^ Some historians of philosophy see

Socrates as the greatest rationalist of all times, a kind of logical and scientific incarnation

of the Greek mind, and a defender of a system of ethics based upon free will. Others see

him as a mystic who paved the way for a transformation of religious feeling in the pagan

world. The religious beliefs of Socrates are also variously interpreted: for some he is an ex-

ample of religious conservatism, adhering strictly to the religious rites and customs of his

country; for others he adheres to a "religio non licita," and they stress his Orphism and

his Pythagoreanism. Xenophon is the chief source which states that Socrates obeys in
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everything the laws of the city; Plato, on the contrary, stresses the mystical side of Soc-

rates as far as religious beliefs are concerned.

There are two main schools of thought, then, concerning the role of Socrates. One fol-

lows the ancient tradition of seeing in Socrates a philosopher who, before the advent of

Christianity, taught men to "contempler le divin en eux-mêmes, dans une âme raisonnable,

divine, immortelle." ^^ Kierkegaard, for example, stresses this in his Philosophical Fragments

stating that: "In the Socratic view each individual is his own center, and the entire world

centers in him, because his self knowledge is a knowledge of God." The other school,

following the lead of the eighteenth century free thinkers, calls upon Socrates to justify

their polemics against revealed religion and dates from him the idea that man is born free

to live according to the dictates of his own conscience. Hegel, in particular, sees in the

Socratic method of interrogation by which the individual is made to reflect upon and be-

come conscious of his own thoughts, and thereby derive a universal law, a thoroughly

modern approach to the problem of individual liberty and moral responsibility. It is all

the more remarkable that Socrates adopted this approach to philosophical problems at a

time when his fellow Greeks were still consulting oracles, prophets, and reading entrails.

Ill

MONTAIGNE'S PORTRAIT OF SOCRATES THE MAN

The physical portrait that Montaigne draws of Socrates in the Essais, like that of Rabelais

in the prologue to Gargantua, is not flattering.^^ A reference to the ugliness of Socrates,

for example, substantiates one of his most important statements upon the criterion of

truth in the "Apologie de Raimond Sebond" when he develops the argument that man

always makes a subjective judgment, based upon appearances: "Tout ainsi comme qui

ne cognoit pas Socrates, voyant son pourtraict, ne peut dire qu'il luy ressemble." In a

previous essay he quotes Socrates as saying that his face would lead people to believe that

he had a vicious nature and that it was only by discipline that he had corrected a natural

propensity to vice.^^ In a later chapter of the Essais Montaigne goes on to say that Nature

did Socrates a great injustice, for he, a lover of beauty, was given such an ugly body and

face that ill became the beauty of his soul.^^

Montaigne's essay "De la Phisionomie" revolves around the portrait of Socrates whom
he calls "... le plus digne homme d'estre cogneu et d'estre présenté au monde pour ex-

emple.. ."^^ He refers to the fact that our knowledge of Socrates has been transmitted to

us second hand, either through the accounts of his disciples or other witnesses. He then

goes on to say that, if Socrates were alive in Montaigne's time, few men would esteem him,

as highly wrought and artificial graces alone were appreciated. The naïveté and the simpli-

city of the Socratic dialogues, Montaigne says, would not be appreciated by his contem-

poraries who were totally lacking in insight and they would consider his naivete as border-

ing upon folly. Socrates drew his examples from everyday life and spoke a language that

even a peasant could understand. However, Montaigne's contemporaries were so accus-

tomed to an eloquent and ostentatious exposition of doctrine that he feels they would be

incapable of understanding the nobility and splendour of Socrates' thought. This leads him

into a humorous comparison "Nostre monde n'est formé qu'à l'ostentation: les hommes
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ne s'enflent que de vent, et se manient à bonds, comme les balons."^^

Montaigne's great admiration for Socrates stems from the fact that the life and death of

Socrates fully bear out his philosophy:

servare modum, finemque tenere, / Naturamque sequi.'^^

Socrates is a fine example of the essential dignity of man and reveals to us a potential

that is latent within us all. "II a faict grand faveur à l'humaine nature de montrer combien

elle peut d'elle mesme."^° Socrates, in the manner of his death, has taught us all how to

die; in the manner of his life, he has taught us all how to live. Throughout the essay Mon-

taigne preaches that philosophy should teach us how to live, it is an "ars vivendi" rather

than, as he used to assert in previous chapters when he was influenced by Stoic doctrine,

"Tota philosoforum vita commentatio mortis est." ^^ Montaigne now prefers to seek models

of the simple life, such as the peasants working in his fields, who are living in harmony

with nature. Socrates, in the eyes of Montaigne, is one of the "bons regens, interprètes de la

simplicité naturelle." ^^ He quotes at length from Socrates' speech to his judges and praises

it in the highest terms for its moral nobility. The admiration that Montaigne feels for Soc-

rates is boundless: he calls Socrates "le maistre des maistres"^^and places him above all the

great heroes of classical antiquity, saying that he surpasses even Alexander the Great be-

cause he led a life of moderation in conformity with nature.^"*

There are constant references in the Essais to the courage and fortitude of Socrates in

the face of death. Montaigne even inserts a small hommage to Socrates in one of his first

chapters where he discusses various attitudes towards death as shown by historical figures.

Socrates was not at all concerned about his own funeral arrangements and left them en-

tirely to his friend Crito.^^ Nature has condemned us all to death, says Socrates, and he is

indifferent to death since "Un quart d'heure de passion sans consequence, sans nuisance,

ne mérite pas des préceptes particuliers."^^ Montaigne considers Socrates' death to be

more noble and beautiful than that of Cato who committed suicide rather than live under

a tyrant's yoke. Socrates had thirty days to meditate upon his death and never lost his

serenity or sense of humour, as shown in this reply to his wife who had said: "O qu'in-

justement le font mourir ces meschans juges! - Aimerois-tu donc mieux que ce fust juste-

ment, lui répliqua il."

Love, marriage and procreation are subjects that Montaigne quotes Socrates upon also.

As an old man Socrates still felt the sting of love when a chance touch of the shoulder

thrilled him for five days. Montaigne comments "Pourquoy non dea? Socrates estoit

homme; et ne vouloit ny estre ny sembler autre chose." ^ According to Socrates, love

was a desire to procreate, stimulated by the agency of beauty. The act of love he con-

sidered to be divine, since love expresses man's desire for immortality. Montaigne con-

curred with this belief, stating that children satisfied our own desire for immortality and

that his Essais were the children of his mind. As far as marriage is concerned neither Soc-

rates nor Montaigne seem to have a good word for it. When asked whether it was better

to marry or not, Socrates replied "Lequel des deux on face... on s'en repentira." ^^ In any

event, marriage, according to Montaigne, was a greater trial of Socrates' fortitude than

anything suffered by the Stoic philosophers: "Socrates s'essayoit, ce me semble, encor

plus rudement, conservant pour son exercice la malignité de sa femme: qui est un essay à

fer esmoulu."'*^
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Socrates, the citizen of the world, reaps Montaigne's praise.^' Montaigne believed strongly

in the educational value of travel and he condemned the parochialism of the French: "...

j'estime tous les hommes mes compatriotes, et embrasse un Polonois comme un François,

postposant cette lyaison nationale à l'universelle et commune.""*^ Travel, however, is not

the sovereign remedy for all ills and cannot take away our inner torment. Socrates com-

ments, when told that someone had not got better after a journey: "Je croy bien... il s'es-

toit emporté avecques soy,"'*'^ and Montaigne comments "Nous emportons nos fers quand

et nous...
"^

In his chapter "De l'Institution des Enfants" Montaigne refers directly to Socrates four

times but the influence of Socrates upon Montaigne's theory of education is far greater

than these direct references would lead one to suppose. Renaissance educational theory

was inspired by the noble ideals of Socrates and Plato as they had been transmitted through

the treatises of Cicero, Quintilian, Seneca and Plutarch upon the best way of forming the

perfect orator. The perfect orator was not only "vir bonus dicendi peritus" he was also

dedicated to the pursuit of wisdom and a loyal citizen of the state.'*^

The basic concepts of Montaigne's educational theory were undoubtedly influenced by

this inheritance of Greek and Latin thought and, in particular, by the ideals of Socrates as

expressed in the Platonic dialogues. Montaigne's rigorous insistence upon the formation of

judgment, the training of the child to become an independent thinker, the formulation of

moral values not based upon an inherited ethical system but drawn from his own personal

experience of life, all of these ideas were to be found in the dialogues of Socrates. The ba-

sic aim of education, according to Socrates and Montaigne, is to teach us how to live and

to improve the quality of our life. This can only be done if the child is encouraged right

from infancy to seek out virtue (that goodness is a matter of knowledge was a profound

conviction of Socrates) and to follow a life of moderation. These aims were stressed by

Socrates in the Protagoras and embodied in a detailed programme of education by Plato

in the Republic and in the Laws. Interestingly enough Montaigne quotes Plato in support

of his argument of the supreme importance of training the very young to hate all vices:

"U faut apprendre soigneusement aux enfants de haïr les vices de leur propre contexture,

et leur en faut apprendre la naturelle difformité, à ce qu'ils les fuient..." (p. 137). Mon-

taigne heartily endorses Socrates' view that education should be of a practical nature and

that its end is moral. Moreover, the virtue that the teacher preaches should be made easily

accessible so that children as well as grown men may understand and practise it. This was

preached first of all by Socrates (who has been accused of advocating hedonism by some

critics)'*^ and Montaigne praises him: "Socrates, son premier mignon, quitte à escient sa

force, pour glisser en la naïveté et aisance de son progrez." (p. 196) The true path to good-

ness, however, can only be taught by telling the pupil to "know himself" and to examine

his life, as Socrates states: "A life unexamined is not worth living" {Apology 38^). These

Socratic maxims were to be the guiding principles behind all of Montaigne's thought. Thus

the private individual's conscience becomes the ultimate arbiter. Only one law is para-

mount: the good citizen must obey the laws of his city or country.
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IV

MONTAIGNE'S PORTRAIT OF SOCRATES THE PHILOSOPHER

The importance of the Socratic maxim "Know thyself" in the evolution of Montaigne's

thought is inestimable.**^ Montaigne justifies his withdrawal from the world by a reference

to Socrates'*^ and he concludes magnificently his essay "De la Vanité" with a reference to

the Delphic inscription; man without self knowledge is subject to misery and vanity, his

egocentric tendencies blinding him to the fact of his own helplessness:

II n'en est une seule si vuide et nécessiteuse que toy, qui embrasses l'univers: tu es le

scrutateur sans connoissance, le magistrat sans jurisdiction et après tout le badin de la

farce.^^

The maxim "Know thyself" is the very foundation of a theory of knowledge whose cri-

terion of truth is the subject's own conscious perception of reality.^° It is the "prise de

conscience" of his own existential situation and becomes the dynamic principle behind all

moral and metaphysical science.^^ When Montaigne assures his readers in the preface to the

Essais: " ...je suis moy-mesmes la matière de mon livre" he is not being vainglorious; he is

stating a philosophical method that he is following in the Essais which will allow him to

judge reality upon the basis of his own personal experience. Later on he writes "Ce ne

sont mes gestes que j'escris, c'est moy, c'est mon essence."^^ From a consideration of the

particular, just as Socrates proceeded to do in the Dialogues, Montaigne was able to set

forth general truths that he says may help others "Ce qui me sert, peut aussi par accident

servir à un autre." ^^ Although few writers of classical antiquity, and none since, revealed

their most intimate thoughts, Montaigne justifies what might be conceived as self-indul-

gence by a direct reference to Socrates:

Dequoy traitte Socrates plus largement que de soy? A quoy achemine il plus souvent

les propos de ses disciples, qu'à parler d'eux, non pas de la leçon de leur livre, mais de

l'estre et branle de leur ame?^^

The object of relatmg his personal reflections is not to teach or indoctrinate others:

Montaigne is recounting the unfolding of his own being, which is in a state of constant

mobility, and hoping to fix thereby the essential traits. He wishes to communicate with

others by way of his "estre universel" since "chaque homme porte la forme entière de

l'humaine condition."^^ This meditation upon the self, upon the individual conscious-

ness, allows Montaigne to formulate his own particular brand of wisdom which is simply

the art of learning how to live well. "Mon mestier et mon art, c'est vivre." ^^ Personal ex-

perience forms our judgment, teaches us to avoid any excess and to live in harmony with

nature.^^

However, Montaigne cautions his reader time and time again against an excessive re-

liance upon the faculty of reasoning. The first step towards acquiring knowledge is made

when one admits one is ignorant.

Par ce que Socrates avoit seul mordu à certes au précepte de son Dieu, de se connoistre,

et par cette estude estoit arrivé à se mespriser, il fut estimé seul digne du surnom de Sage.

Qui se connoistra ainsi, qu'il se donne hardiment à connoistre par sa bouche, (p. 418)
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The Socratic assumption of ignorance is "une docte ignorance," to use a common sixteenth

century term, and is an integral part of the Socratic method of ascertaining truth; doubting

leads to knowing. Later on Descartes in his Discours de la Méthode was to lay down as the

first rule in his method of arriving at the truth: "Le premier était de ne recevoir jamais au-

cune chose pour vraie que je ne la connusse évidemment être telle..." Montaigne's own use

of doubt, which was Socratic in origin, was to be one of the guiding principles in Cartesian

philosophy.

The declaration of ignorance was an essential part of the Socratic method, maieutics,

which sought to awaken the individual conscience and, by an analysis of concrete reality,

conclude with an affirmation of general truths. Montaigne devotes a paragraph in the "Apo-

logie de Raimond Sebond" to an analysis of the Socratic method, this intellectual mid-

wifery.^^ He had himself envisaged the use of Socratic dialogue but had preferred finally a

form which lent itself more easily to a long inner monologue. Montaigne compares his own

ready acceptance of criticism with that of Socrates because they were both seekers after

the truth. Montaigne fully understood that the art of the Socratic dialogue lay in its expo-

sition of all points of view in order that the truth should finally emerge.^^

The Socratic maxim "Know thyself" is profoundly moral in intent, as is stated quite

clearly by Critias in Charmides.^ It means "Be wise" as well as "Nothing in excess." Mon-

taigne evidently understood the ethical implications of the maxim and in a (c) addition to

his essay "De L'Yvrongnerie" states: "Comme Socrates disoit que le principal office de la

sagesse estoit distinguer les biens et les maux; nous autres, à qui le meilleur est toujours en

vice, devons dire de mesme de la science de distinguer les vices..." (p. 375). Above all Mon-

taigne admires Socrates for preaching "la médiocrité," the golden mean, which can only be

followed after self-knowledge has been gained.

In his last essay "De l'Expérience" Montaigne stresses that Socrates' contribution to philo-

sophy was "toute en meurs et en action" (p. 1246). Temperance, moderation, prudence,

common sense, serenity of mind are all qualities of the way of life that Socrates preached

and which Montaigne admired the most in him. Moreover, Montaigne approved also of Soc-

rates' political abstention, which Socrates justified by saying that it was better not to com-

promise one's own integrity, which would necessarily happen if one were involved in active

political life.^^ Montaigne commends likewise Socrates' action in obeying the laws of his

own country, even though it meant his own death, rather than to engage in civil disobe-

dience.^2

The only criticism that Montaigne makes of Socrates concerns his system of metaphysics.

After reading many authors on Socrates' demon, notably Plutarch, Montaigne concludes

that the demon is a kind of intuition, a divine inspiration, that he himself has sometimes

experienced.^^ However, he does state at the end of the Essais: "(c) Ces humeurs transcen-

dentes m'effrayent, comme les lieux hautains et inaccessibles; et rien ne m'est à digérer

fascheux en la vie de Socrates que ses ecstases et ses demoneries..."^ In the "Apologie de

Raimond Sebond" Montaigne also criticizes Socrates and Cato for not being Christians,

their acts of virtue being without merit since they were not motivated by love of God. He

also criticizes Socrates and his followers for having contradictory opinions upon the form

of God and as to whether there was one God or several. These quibbles belong to an earlier

period of Montaigne's thought and certainly do not detract from his eulogies of Socrates

in the Essais.
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The portrait of Socrates in the Essais is that of the ideal figure of the sage. After 1588
Montaigne quotes Socrates incessantly as he becomes emancipated from the bonds of

Stoic doctrine. Socrates taught Montaigne that man's first duty was to learn how to live

and then how to act. The words of the inscription with which the Athenians had honoured
Pompey describe marvellously well the impact of Socrates' teaching upon philosophy:

D'autant es tu Dieu comme,

Tu te recognois homme.

They form a fitting conclusion to the Essais and to Montaigne's own philosophy of life

which had led him to be called in his turn the French Socrates. As long as man recognizes

that he is mortal, and is content not to search the skies and seek godhead for himself, then

he will be able to enjoy life truly.
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The Persistence of the Exemplum in Golden Age Thought

David H. Darst

Few modern scholars believe that past events can be known other than inferentially. Na-

tional pride, personal bias, and a reverential respect for one's ancestors have been typical

reasons for historians of all ages to distort the framework of the past. Historical feats are

invariably greatly exaggerated, and the calamities, if mentioned at all, are understated or

attributed to the wrath of God. Nevertheless, in earlier times men have maintained that

past deeds have had something to tell them about the present and the envisaged future.

Such an assumption that past experience can and should dictate present and future ac-

tions was totally accepted in the Middle Ages and, for a number of reasons which will be

discussed in this essay, it obstinately persisted into the otherwise 'modern' world view of

sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Spain.

The medieval attitude towards lessons of the past was part of a comprehensive concep-

tion of the universe far removed from present-day ideas of scientific objectivity and pro-

gress. A brief glance at any medieval history verifies a substantial lack of belief in the past

being different in quality from the present; and this intemporal conscience of contem-

poraneity was aggravated both by an uncritical attitude towards evidence as well as by a

complete disinterest in material causation.^

Clearly, the major reasons for an inadequate sense of history lie in the peculiar world

view of the medieval scholar, who considered the universe absolutely closed to any kind

of novelty or invention. Since there is a final truth regarding every subject, a thoughtful

scribe at the court of Alfonso the Wise must have told himself, then there is no purpose in

striving to discover new answers to old problems. Galen has said all there is to say about

medicine, Euclid has revealed the secrets of geometry, and the truth about physics can be

found in Aristotle. All knowledge is thus an established, finite body of material, and the

scholarship of this matter is not a question of investigation and discovery, but rather of

compilation and communication. An enterprising scholar may revamp ancient lore with

interpretations and commentary, but essentially the corpus of information remains the

same. In the words of the eminent Belgian scholar Edgar De Bruyne: "We should not,

therefore, expect to find new and original definitions in the Middle Ages, for the medie-

val thinkers sought neither to discover nor to defend such definitions. They were satisfied

with what they found in the old texts because, in their opinion, the latter conveyed not

only the thought of Antiquity but also the very axioms of common sense, which is at the

same time correct judgment."

The task of the medieval scholar is thus relegated to the assimilation of this encyclopedic

knowledge so as to pass it on to later generations; he is like the Patronio of Juan Manuel's

Conde Lucanor who, faced with a contemporary problem, delves into recorded wisdom to

draw up a similar circumstance which will guide him in understanding the present situation.

As with Patronio, the transmission of knowledge is always the same: "Los enxiemplos mas

aprovechosos ... de las cosas que acaescieron."^ As explained by José Antonio Maravall in a

perceptive essay entitled "La concepcion del saber en una sociedad tradicional": "Dos son

las fuentes de toda doctrina, y estas son: praeceptis scilicet et exemplis. Y aun se puede de-

cir que las dos se reducen a una sola, puesto que el ejemplo es el hecho cuya observacion
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nos darâ la ciencia y el précepte es la sentencia en que, tras la observaciôn del ejemplo, se

destila el saber que de él se saca. Ejemplo y precepto son las dos caras de un mismo saber.'"*

The basis for the strong position of the exemplum in medieval literature is not difficult to

ascertain. The thought of the times is permeated with the idea that everything in the terres-

trial world is created by God for a purpose and therefore has some meaning to its existence:

Deus et natura nihil frustra faciunt (Aristotle) is a popular commonplace of the age. There

is therefore a logical preference for allegory, which objectifies the abstract ideas of the in-

visible universe, and symbolism, which gives meanings and purposes to the objects in the

visible world. Man, for the medieval thinker, holds the loftiest position on the hierarchical

scale which makes up this physical universe, all below existing for his use and purpose.

Since the world is a fixed plenitude of symbols and examples at his service, man can con-

sult nature as if it were a marvelous book of wisdom and consolation that invariably offers

the best advice and guidance. As expressed in a later time (1640) by Diego de Saavedra

Fajardo in Idea de un principe politico-cristiano: "Todas las cosas animadas o inanimadas

son hojas deste gran libro del mundo, obra de la naturaleza, donde la divina Sabiduria es-

cribio todas las ciencias para que nos ensefiasen y amonestasen a obrar."^ The numerous

collections of examples so popular in the Middle Ages are in substance, then, direct imita-

tions of the examples inherent in nature, presenting to the reader in a distilled and more

coherent form the same material that, given enough time and experience, one could learn

directly from the outside world.

Related to this exemplary view of nature is the archaic mentality of traditional cultures

towards past events. In his penetrating study on the myth of the eternal return, Mircea

Eliade dedicates a section to the dominant place exempla held in primitive societies. His

basic premise is that "an object or an act becomes real only insofar as it imitates or repeats

an archetype. Thus, reality is acquired solely through repetition or participation; everything

which lacks an exemplary model is meaningless, i.e., it lacks reality. Men would thus have a

tendency to become archetypal or paradigmatic."^

Such a world view, Eliade declares, is characteristic of all societies that lack a sophisti-

cated appreciation of chronological time; and any sense of 'reality' is relegated to its de-

gree of participation in the timeless blueprint of actions in the remembered past. Thus, a

person who wished to achieve a feeling of accomplishment from his deeds would have to

coordinate them along the Unes of a traditional model. In Eliade's words: "The warrior,

whoever he may be, imitates a hero and seeks to approach this archetypal model as closely

as possible" {Cosmos and History, p. 37).

To complete the process, moreover, there is a constant in the human psyche of all cul-

tures to 'mythologize' their great men to fit an exemplary model, the success of the war-

rior's personal efforts notwithstanding. "This mythicization of the historical prototypes

who gave the popular epic songs their heroes," continues Eliade, "takes place in accor-

dance with an exemplary standard; they are 'formed in the image' of the heroes of an-

cient Myth" {Cosmos and History, p. 42). Eliade thus finds that "the memory of histori-

cal events is modified, after two or three centuries, in such a way that it can enter into the

mold of the archaic mentality, which cannot accept what is individual and preserves only

what is exemplary."^

It would seem that such a world view of space, time, and knowledge would be wholly

incompatible to the breeding of any kind of objective historical consciousness; but with
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the writings of Petrarch the medieval universe begins to crack. According to Myron P.

Gilmore,^ Petrarch's conception of history has three components, two distinctly modern,

and one hauntingly traditional. In a modern vein, Petrarch achieved a sense of historical

distance in his writings, clearly differentiating between classical antiquity and the Chris-

tian era; and he strived for a correct understanding of the ancients by critical and philo-

logical studies of the texts. In the medieval vein, however, Petrarch adhered to and even

expanded the concept of historical exempla. Gilmore says: "There is the conception that

to the extent to which this past can be recovered it provides moral lessons for a future

generation. History is philosophy teaching by example in which the past, if correctly un-

derstood, informs and instructs the present" {Humanists and Jurists, p. 18).

Gilmore does not explain why the exemplary tradition should so interest Renaissance

historians; in fact, he states that the idea passes out of use around 1600.^ Clearly, the in-

herent tendency of the human mind to idealize its heroes according to a fundamental

blueprint of actions is an ever present factor in the persistence of exempla. For Petrarch,

however, as for the entire Renaissance, a more immediate influence was the popularity of

Neo-platonism and related ideas of formal perfection. Castiglione's The Courtier, Machia-

velli's The Prince, and many other handbooks presenting an archetype of ideal actions

were characteristic of Renaissance man's striving for universal forms. The contemporary

historiographers were definitely within the mainstream of this literary Neo-platonic cur-

rent, and attempted to portray through history the universal ideal of a warrior, statesman,

or politician. As stated by the modern scholar Peter Burke: "What mattered to the Renais-

sance historian was not to convey any precise indication of the individuality of r^is man,

or to describe precisely what was said or done on this occasion, but to give a general im-

pression of fl leader, a battle, an oration. If the evidence was not available, it was permis-

sible - and here is the rub - to invent" {The Renaissance
, p. 106, italics his).

The medieval notion of the example, then, persisted for various reasons without interrup-

tion into the Golden Age; and, characteristically, the finite body of wisdom illuminated by

exempla included the history of past actions and events. The many medieval tales relating

the deeds of such ancient figures as Alexander, Julius Caesar, or King David were considered

as worthy of intellectual and moral consideration as was the visible world of nature; and

with the appearance in the late Middle Ages of Estorias and CrSnicas the influence of his-

tory as a source-book of illustrative lessons became progressively stronger.

By the Golden Age a significant change of focus has occurred, for the intellectual climate

has finally reached the cultural level to appreciate the glories of the immediate past. Writers

therefore urge their readers to consider the examples of their national heroes and kings as

proper objects for imitation. Such a shift from ancient types to remembered ancestors is

especially apparent in the historical and political writers of the period. Geronymo de Zeval-

los tells Felipe IV: "Buen ejemplo tiene V. Magestad en los senores Reyes sus progenitores,

siguiendo el valor del seiior Emperador Carlos quinto, la prudencia del gran Monarca del

mundo Felipe segundo, la piedad y Christiandad de la Magestad del senor Felipe tercero.

Haziendo lo que haze un pintor que retrata una imagen. Porque de otra suerte (como dize

Isocrates) torpe cosa seria que no obre un hijo (imitando sus padres) lo que haze un pintor

retratando la pintura."'*' In another treatise, written in 1656, one reads: "Sirvan de espejos

al Principe los retratos de sus progenitores";'^ and Diego de Saavedra Fajardo affirms that

"la historia le refiere los heroicos hechos de sus antepasados, cuya gloria, eternizada en la
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estampa, le incite a imitacién" {Idea de un principe, p. 13).

As acknowledged in these illustrations, the use of the visual or intellectual example is so

ingrained in historical thought that literary artists view the careers of certain heroes and

kings as a blueprint of actions for virtually every aspect of politics. The diligent reader sees

in the life of an honored person an immense example in toto worthy of imitation, where

the hero's birth, childhood, historical deeds, and death represent necessary aspects of the

highly coordinated central exemplum. Such an idea of the hero and his function as a model

allows Juan Marquez to employ the example of Moses in setting forth the ideal picture of

the Christian governor,^^ and Juan Pablo Mârtir to recount the lives of Romulus, Seneca,

Maecenas, and the Duke of Birôn in an attempt to present the reader with perfect examples

of famous men whose footsteps are worthy of following (see Juan Pablo Mârtir Rizo, 'Norte

de principes' y 'Vida de Rômulo', éd. José Antonio Maravall [Madrid, 1945]). José Laynez

adheres to the exemplary tradition in his treatise entitled El privado christiano deducido de

las vidas de Joseph y Daniel (Madrid, 1641), while Francisco de Monçôn sets the figure of

Solomon before the reader as the mirror for Christian princes.'^ In each case, the Golden

Age author depicts a particular hero as an outline of the virtues, strengths, and astuteness

necessary for the making of a worthy prince. These past heroes, many of which are quasi-

legendary, come to represent for future generations the fundamental examples par excel-

lence of the perfect leader. They lose any human aspect they might have possessed and

emerge as external models of an ever present contemporaneousness, in which the past be-

comes the counselor of the present. As the modern historian Felix Gilbert observes: "His-

tory can encourage man by calling into his mind the achievement of theviri illustres.... It

provided illustrative material for the teaching of moral philosophy."''*

One of the fundamental purposes of Spanish Golden Age historiography, then, is to offer

archetypal examples of virtuous and malign men and events to the future which are worthy

of either imitation or reprobation; and for the literary critics of the period there is little

doubt but that history is capable of accomplishing such an effect. As pointed out by the

contemporary scholar Luis Alfonso de Carballo in the following passage, history is by its

very nature doctrinal: "Por ella [history] sabemos los hechos agenos, por donde venimos

a conocer y corregir los proprios; ella ensena lo que se deue huyr, y lo que se ha de seguir,

sirue de freno a los tyranos, de espuelas a los magnanimos Reyes.
"'^

Because historical literature offers to the reader such highly stylized past experiences by

means of doctrinal examples worthy of imitation, the effect is, as well as doctrinal, educa-

tional. José Antonio Maravall, in his valuable study La teorta espanola del estado en el siglo

XVII (Madrid, 1944), presents a precise definition of thepurpose for these works: "La siem-

bra de ciertas convicciones en la mente del lector para que después los actos de la persona

respondan a la doctrina de aquél. Y esto es la educaciôn. El fin practico de estos libros es

educar al que los lea" (Teorîa espanola, p. 33). It follows that the reader will perceive in

these exemplary histories that certain military and political exploits achieve desirable re-

sults and that, conversely, other ill -motivated deeds bring disaster; and he will strive ac-

cordingly to formulate his future policies along the lines of past successes. Eventually, the

accumulation of efficacious examples will lead to the formation of a storehouse of intellec-

tual tools to solve virtually any problem. He will have acquired certain procedural habits

which, being habits, will automatically influence his every action. "Lo que ahora se per-

sigue," continues Maravall, "es educar a la voluntad, de modo que una norma conocida
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intelectualmente influya y oriente el acto y que por la reiteracion de este se consiga un

habito de la voluntad."'^

Diego de Saavedra Fajardo, perhaps the most important political theorist of the period,

succinctly summarizes this whole schema, embellishing it with a key addition: "La historia

es maestra de la verdadera politica, y quien mejor ensehara a reinar al principe, porque en

ella esta présente la experiencia de todos los gobiernos pasados y juicio de los que fueron''

(Idea de un principe, p. 19, italics mine). Clearly, the formation of empty habits in the will

would not be enough to guarantee a public figure success in world affairs; there would have

to be some spiritual substance present to validate the habit's worth. And this is where the

reader's imagination and own psychosomatic disposition takes a part. He must in some way

experience within himself the deeds of which he reads, for it is the mner experience that

makes the exempla worthy of imitation. Furthermore, the very fact that history presents

itself as an experience to the reader's emotions gives solid authority to past deedsr "Historia

y experiencia son dos aspectos de una misma realidad, y una y otra son, para el hombre del

XVI y XVII, recîprocamente réversibles; la historia es experiencia, la experiencia historia."'^

The above statement by Enrique Tierno Galvân implies that, since history and experience

are one and the same thing, the reader can gain an experience by reading the histories of his

predecessors that is similar in its psychological impact on the ego to the original one; it has

the same effect on the peruser as if he himself had accomplished such glories. In speaking of

history, Luis Alfonso de Carballo states: "Tienen otro bien las historias que mediante ellas

podemos dezir somos viejos, pues sabemos lo que pudieramos saber si fueramos nacidos en

aquellos tiempos que sucedieron" (Cisne, II, 47). History, in effect, is experience. It is not

merely hypothetical reliving of past deeds recorded in chronicles that the reader undergoes;

rather he actually 'lives' the events in his own psychological and physical self. The reader

gains the experience qua experience, for he becomes a "viejo" who has formed such habits

for good works that he instinctively imitates ad litteram the examples presented in history.

To carry the analogy one step further, the introspective reading of history is thought to be

more efficacious than the original experience, for the vicarious reader can ponder the deed

and squeeze out the very essence of meaning and significance. Miguel de Cervantes writes

in his Persiles y Sigismunda-. "Las lecciones de los libros muchas veces hacen mas cierta ex-

periencia de las cosas, que no la tienen los mismos que las han visto, a causa que el que lee

con atencion repara una y muchas veces en lo que va leyendo, y con esto excède a la lec-

ciôn la vista" (Book III, Chapter VIII).

To believe that such an experiential process could be valid, these scholars and critics must

have adhered to a theory of history that viewed all human actions as fundamentally uniform

in execution and outcome. Indeed, they maintained that the attentive reader who conscien-

tiously applied the lessons history presented to him would be accomplishing precisely the

same deeds as heroes of the past. Accidently, the situation was different, being in another

time and place; but substantially it was the same. A representative thinker of the time,

Tomas Cerdan de Tallada, thus views history as a constantly recurring, never changing ser-

ies of events: "Con la memoria de las cosas passadas y que en otros tiempos han succedido,

se ve a los que puede acaescer en los tiempos venideros, y en los hechos, y acaescimientos

del mundo, vemos que los casos y cosas que succeden, por la mayor parte, son semejantes

a las que ya en otros tiempos acaescieron."'^ And the Jesuit Francisco Garau presents as

still deeper insight into the correlation of timeless history and the validity of imitating past
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archetypes: "Quien quiere antever lo que ha de sucederic, deve estudiar en las historias lo

que en otros reynados sucedio. Porque en los acontecimientos humanos, si se passan los

siglos y los individuos se mudan, las causas y los sucessos o son muy parecidos o los mis-

mos. Passan y se mudan continuamente las aguas; pero siempre se queda el mismo rio. No
siempre son los mismos los que son Vassallos y Reyes; pero siempre son Reyes los que man-

dan y Vassallos los que obedecen: y en lo que passé en los passados deve prevenirse lo que

passara en los présentes. Si aqui concurren y se cevan las causas que alll obraron, dcomo no

han de producir los mismos efectos?"'^

The pedagogical role of the exemplum in medieval literature thus persists in Golden Age

thought with a vitally new persuasive force. Since the records of past events are considered

part of a finite, given, never changing body of material, and since the structure of heroic

deeds is constantly repeated throughout time, historical literature continues to possess the

doctrinal capability to present exempla of past deeds that should be faithfully imitated, for

similar occurrences assuredly will recur in the predictable future. The eventual result of this

intellectual ability to prepare for future events is no less than the attainment of man's most

precious item, Prudence: Id enim est sapientis providere-, ex quo sapientia est appellata pru-

dentia (Cicero). In the Words of Francisco Garau: "La estudiosidad de la historia suele ser

la madre mas feliz de la Prudencia, y la que la pare con menos dolor. Ella con ayuda de un

reparo observante y reflexo sobre los acaecimientos présentes, notando los errores y preci-

picios de lo passado, sabe prévenir y burlar los imminentes y convertir en aciertos los peli-

gros. Sin esto no creo que se pueda ni posseer la Prudencia adquirida ni reynar con ala-

banca" {Tercera parte del Sabio, p. 230).

In many ways, such an empirical rationalization of history's purpose is decidedly modern;

but on the whole the blind faith in exemplary truths is persistently medieval. Yet no matter

the age, with the attainment of Prudence, the reader will have achieved the doctrinal goal

of every exemplum, whether in literature, art, science, or history.

Florida State University
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BOOK REVIEWS

Medievalia et Humanistica: Studies in Medieval a)id Renaissance Culture. New Series, Num-
bers 1 and 2. Ed. Paul Maurice Clogan. Cleveland and London: The Press of Case Western

Reserve University, 1970, 1971. Pp. xii, 251; xii, 223. $9.95 each.

After a two-year hiatus, Medievalia et Humanistica has resumed publication under new

auspices. The editorial policy as established by the founding editor, S. Harrison Thomson
(to whom n.s., no. 1, is dedicated), remains unchanged: annual volumes are "devoted ex-

clusively to the study of the Middle Ages and Renaissance, with special attention to Latin

civilization from A.D. 300 to 1600." In the first two issues of the new series, approximately

one-third of the contents may be of interest to readers of Renaissance and Reformation.

The 1970 volume opens with Roland H. Sainton's perceptive study of Katherine Zell, the

able and assertive wife and cohort of one of the Strasbourg reformers (pp. 3-28). The ar-

ticle is based both on a thorough assimilation of previous scholarship (helpfully listed in a

bibliography) and on an examination of Katherine's six published works and numerous let-

ters. (Divested of some of the technical apparatus, this short biography has since been in-

cluded in Sainton's Women of the Reformation in Germany and Italy [Minneapolis, 1971].)

Another product of mature, thoughtful scholarship is Frederick G. Heymann's "The Hus-

site Revolution and the German Peasants' War: An Historical Comparison" (pp. 141-160).

Although the author modestly bills his endeavor as a "sketch," his indication of areas in

which similarities and differences between the two outbreaks may be found accomplishes

what he intends: a broadening of perspective on both revolts and a wealth of suggestions

for further research.

Three contributions concerning Italy complete that proportion of the first volume which

is devoted to early modern Europe. In "The Tuscan Town in the Quattrocento: A Demo-

graphic Profile" (pp. 81-109) David Herlihy presents some preliminary data gleaned from

the Italian-French-U.S. project of computerizing the records of the Florentine catasto of

1427. Unlike some social scientists, he is willing and able to communicate, in a lively yet

responsible fashion comprehensible to humanists, his educated speculations about the re-

levance of these statistics to social and cultural life. Each Tuscan generation, he finds, "dif-

fered demographically and socially from the generation which produced it"; the picture

that emerges from his work thus lends substance to the impression of a vital, rapidly chang-

ing milieu gained from studies of more widely known types of historical evidence. Broader

in chronological range but comparable in terms of fresh insight into important issues is

Marvin B. Becker's "Some Common Features of Italian Urban Experience (c. 1200-1500)"

(pp. 175-202). Becker's concern is the symbiotic relationship in the Italian city-states be-

tween aggressive foreign policy and public finance, which, he suggests, had a decisive im-

pact on the shift from citizen militias to mercenary troops, the weakness of factors condu-

cive to unification, and the inability of the Italian state system from 1494 on to fend off

foreign invasion. Dorothy M. Robathan's study, "Flavio Biondo's Roma Instaurata" (pp.

203-216), a selective examination of the fifteenth-century antiquarian's efforts to correlate

classical typographical information with extant archeological remains, while it is an erudite

and conscientious performance, seems less likely than the other articles to stimulate contro-

versy and further investigation.
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Volume 2 opens with a discussion by Francis R. Walton (pp. 7-20) of the seventy incuna-

bula in the Gennadius Library, a collection of materials pertaining to Greece now housed at

the American School of Classical Studies in Athens. The thirty-nine items in Greek - more

than half the total number of Greek books known to have been printed before 1500 - in-

clude several pioneering grammars, religious texts, and works of literature (notably the

editio princeps of Homer and a majority of the Aldine Greek incunabula). Latin holdings

focus on eastern problems in the half-century after the Ottoman conquest of Constanti-

nople. Scholars with a variety of interests will appreciate learning about this collection.

Bernhard Bischoff, who contributes a review (pp. 175-178) of the first four volumes of the

Corpus der italienischen Zeichnungen 1300-1450 by Bernhard Degenhart and Annegrit

Schmitt (Berlin, 1968), concentrates on the relationships between literary themes and their

artistic depiction and on the transition from a medieval to a humanistic orientation shown

in manuscripts from southern and central Italy.

Two studies which may strike some as medievalia rather than humanistica nevertheless

deserve mention here, since they are concerned with the slow and subtle change of values

in late-medieval northern Europe. Claire Richter Sherman, treating "Representations of

Charles V of France (13 38-1380) as a Wise Ruler" (pp. 83-96), shows that some portraits

and descriptions of this patron of arts and letters moved beyond purely conventional ways

of depicting rulers and stressed instead Charles' distinctive physical characteristics and

particular intellectual interests. According to Sherman, this shift is to be explained not

by proto-humanistic stirrings but by developments within the mirror of princes tradition

"directed toward the practical goal of reviving the power and prestige of the monarchy

after the disastrous first phase of the Hundred Years' War." In Charity C. Willard's discus-

sion of "A Fifteenth-Century Burgundian Version of the Roman de Florimont (pp. 21-46)

a similarly cautious approach toward finding early anticipations of the Renaissance is im-

plicit. Philip the Bold and his children were probably enthralled by a new vernacular ac-

count of the exploits of Alexander the Great's putative grandfather for two fairly "medie-

val" reasons: it provided support from the classical world for refined notions about

knightly behavior, and it conveyed details about the Middle East to an audience among

whom the crusading impulse was still very much alive.

Finally, two scholars deal with topics in the northern Renaissance proper. An interesting

product of the burgeoning Erasmus industry is '"The Praise of Folly and Its Parerga" by

Genevieve Stenger (pp. 97-118). When all four of the early editions are surveyed, a consid-

erable amount of prefatory material is brought to light: not only the well-known letters to

More and from Dorp, but also contributions from James (i.e. Jacob) Wimpfeling, Sebastian

Brant, Girardus Listrius, and Beatus Rhenanus, as well as allegedly apposite examples of

ancient satire by Martial, Seneca, and Synesius. Stenger demonstrates how these pieces

help to illustrate the complexity of the work itself and the range of immediate reactions

to it. N. F. Blake in "Lord Berners: A Survey" (pp. 119-132) treats the Tudor civil servant

whose translations of French chivalric and historical works continued a trend set by that

astute entrepreneur Caxton. Berners' last two efforts - The Castell of Love (a.her 1526)

and the Golden Boke (1531/2), both originally composed in Spanish - may, however, sig-

nal a shift in English literary taste, for these works, humanistic in content and style, repre-

sent a departure from the previously popular chivalric-aureate genre.

As the foregoing comments suggest, all the articles appear to be carefully researched, and
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all arc thoughtfully presented. The authors and the editor should be complimented on the

fact that stylistic infelicities and typographical errors are virtually non-existent and praised

for including relevant, clearly reproduced plates. Assuming that these high standards will

be maintained in subsequent volumes, all college and university libraries should renew their

standing orders for Medievalia et Humanistica.

ANNE JACOBSON SCHUTTE, Lawrence University

William M. L.andeen. .Vlarn'w Luther's Religious Thought. Mountain View, California;

Oshawa, Ontario; Omaha, Nebraska: Pacific Press Publishing Association, 1971. Pp. 218.

$1.95.

This book aims at introducing the general reader to the key doctrines of Luther's theology.

After four initial chapters tracing Luther's intellectual and spiritual development up to his

reformation discovery, Landeen traverses the traditional sequence of dogmatic loci from

God to the Last Judgment. The impression one receives from this outline is confirmed by

the actual text: we have here a product of orthodox Lutheran scholasticism in the manua-

list tradition. As can be expected, the author knows his sources thoroughly (though he

does not evidence the same acquaintance with the more recent secondary literature), and

one cannot but admire his assiduity in collecting passages for reference, demonstrating as

it does a reverence for the "canonical" Luther-text that makes him heap one quotation on

the other until the whole sweep of Luther's writings is covered. No matter whether a point

is repeated over and over again, or the argument is obscured by the weight of direct quotes,

the orthodox scholar has little concern for the attention-span of his reader, but keeps on

quoting until he has "exhausted" both his sources and his reader. Still, so far so good: it is

all right to let Luther speak for himself. Only, the problem is what Landeen does with his

sources.

The scholastic method, as perfectly evidenced in Melanchthon's work, seeks topoi in the

text of the great author (whose word itself therefore becomes an infallible authority down
to the last detail) and interconnects them in a logical and consistent manner so as to form

a comprehensive system. But it is precisely the hermeneutical presuppositions of the redac-

tor, which can be grasped in his choice and sequence of topoi as well as in his way of corre-

lating them, that characterize the peculiarity of the system and subtly modify the original,

as, again, seen in Melanchthon. Now, Landeen tries to avoid doing violence to Luther's

thought by carefully guarding his comments against becoming more than faithful para-

phrases. And that's fine as far as it goes. This caution, however, prevents him from search-

ing in Luther himself for coordinates, general principles or common denominators on the

basis of which the whole sweep of his occasional writings can be systematically interpreted.

The failure of this book is that Luther's own hermeneutics is not drawn out of his work

and made the guideline for interpretation (be it the paradoxical dialectic of his thought,

the theology of the cross, law and gospel, the simiil of saint and sinner, or what have you).

Consequently, the author is unable to assess the different weight of significance of the mul-

tiplicity of statements; because of lack of systematic incisiveness he cannot differentiate

and be critical of his material. It is one thing to collect, quite another to select. Here, in
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each chapter we find a juxtaposition of quotations with intermittent running commentary

but little analysis and penetration. After one has journeyed through a few of the chapters

one realizes that the trip is always the same, only each time touching different bases, and

the reading becomes a chore. The comments of the author say very much the same as the

quotations, only with less force and insight, and at times are interspersed with pious or

polemical remarks (for instance the pejorative "Romanism")-

At certain points in his commentary the author's adrenalin seems to rise, his style loses

some of its labored, rather dry and wooden expression and becomes somewhat lively and

emphatic, though never exciting or brilliant. It is the reviewer's impression that this hap-

pens in the sections on the word (Bible), church, predestination (election), Holy Spirit and

sanctification. Hardly aware of recent research in Luther's hermeneutics, Landeen comes

close to Lutheran bibliolatria in his emphasis on the infallibility of the inspired book; un-

derrating the dialectic of visible and invisible, he arrives at a strongly institutional under-

standing of the church, which is more like Melanchthon than Luther; overplaying Luther

on predestination, he almost makes him appear as advocating a limited atonement; failing

to recognize the implications of the dialectic between instantaneous and growing sanctifi-

cation, he overemphasizes the teaching on the Holy Spirit. Seen together, it appears that

it is Lutheran orthodox stresses that are laid on Luther, who perhaps is amenable to such

a perspective, but certainly allows also other points of view.

With quite a number of excellent books on Luther's thought available in English (like

Althaus, Bornkamm, Ritter, Pinomaa, and above all Ebeling, who supplies most of what

we find missing in Landeen), this reviewer finds himself in a quandary as to the usefulness

of this book, even for general readers. Is it an unintentional mistake that Landeen does not

list the translations into English of these authors just mentioned? It seems clear that his

publication does not figure favorably in such company. Perhaps there is some redeeming

value in the nice printing and get-up of his book, but even this is overshadowed by a bib-

liography with more than the tolerable number of uncorrected errors.

MANFRED HOFFMAN, Emory University

Regin Prenter. Luther's Theology of the Cross. Facet Books, Historical Series (Reforma-

tion) 17, Charles S. Anderson, Editor. Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1971. Pp. 24. $1.

This is not, as one might infer from the title, a historical study of Luther's theology of the

cross. And quite rightly so, for it would indeed require an ingenious effort to improve up-

on the definitive work on this subject by Walter von Loewenich, Luthers Theologia Crucis,

which, by the way, never has been translated into English - an incomprehensible shortcom-

ing considering the flood of lesser products swamping the North American market. Rather,

Prenter, who initially made his name by research in Luther's pneumatology, intends to show

here the contemporary significance of Luther's theology of the cross as a dogmatic correc-

tive against dangers on both sides.

After a brief description of Luther's theology of the cross in his lectures on Hebrews and

h'\s Heidelberg Theses, the systematician Prenter analyzes its theological structure and iden-
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tifies it as "the inseparable union between the cross of Christ and the cross which is laid up-

on us," as "a theology of word and faith"(5). By now it has become clear that the author

wishes to play with the concepts of objective, historical actuality of salvation (word) and

subjective, existential appropriation and experience of it (faith). Having thus ascertained a

set of categories which as criteria can be imposed on a variety of phenomena in the history

of theology, he is able to polemicize against a "theology of the cross without the word" and

a "theology of the word without the cross" (5 ff.).

To be sure, Prenter is faintly aware that he simplifies complex issues to the point of be-

coming simplistic. Just the same, he boldly proceeds to identify the former with the medie-

val piety of an imitatio Christi mysticism and the latter with post-Lutheran orthodoxy

where the "objective doctrine of the cross" is so much emphasized that faith turns out to

be a mere "intellectual affirmation" (6). In modern times the same respective onesidedness

is found - no surprise! - in the existentialist theology of Bultmann where "the entire stress

is placed on whether or not the individual makes the cross of Christ his own" (10), and con-

versely in an all-pervasive Christological concentration of a Barthian type which, for in-

stance, breaks church and state apart in a two-realm theory, or starkly contrasts history

and history of salvation (14 ff.).

As a remedy for such aberrations, it is suggested that we see the theology of the cross in

a trinitarian perspective, i.e., revealing and effecting our salvation by the three divine per-

sons in the cross, as "providence, redemption and salvation" (13 ff.). Consequently, a

course between the Scylla of medieval mysticism and the Charybdis of Lutheran scholas-

ticism, a theology of word and faith between Bultmann and Barth is mapped out for Lu-

theran dogmatics - a view which, according to Prenter, is congruent with both Luther and

the Scriptures.

What shall we say then? Our review copy is replete with critical marginal notes, and it

would take perhaps as much as Prenter's text itself to voice one's discomfort with his

stereotyping in order to demonstrate onesidedness on either side. The level of uneasiness

is especially high when we see medieval ethics and Bultmann's thought twisted to provide

straw-men to be burnt on the stake of orthodoxy. The only reason to let it go with that is

perhaps that the Lutheran Church herself apparently needs that kind of polemical type-

casting to become aware of its own inherent tendency to fall out of Luther's paradoxical

dialectic into a hardening of absolutes on one or the other side. For this purpose Prenter's

article serves well.

MANFRED HOFFMANN, fwory University

Gerhard Ebeling. Luther: An Introduction to His Thought. Trans. R. W. Wilson. Philadel-

phia: Fortress Press, 1970. Pp. 287.

The chapters of Ebeling's book were originally lectures delivered in 1962-63 at the Univer-

sity of Zurich and repeated in part at Drew University in 1963. From the moment they

were published in German in 1964, they were regarded as a significant achievement in con-

temporary Luther studies, and it seems superfluous to celebrate that achievement again
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here. What is particularly distinctive of Ebeling's "introduction" to Luther is that he con-

centrates on the underlying structure of Luther's thought rather than on particular themes

or doctrines. The structure is antithetical: philosophy-theology, letter-spirit, Law-Gospel,

etc. Ebeling is at pains to show how these antitheses are inclusive rather than contradictory

of each other. "Only a practiced ear can appreciate its [Luther's theological] harmonies"

(p. 3 3). The antitheses are required by true theology, theology of "decisive assertions"

(p. 245).

For Luther theology was nothing if not a message, an "assertion," addressed to man in a

crisis-situation. It was thus an "existential," "practical" theology (p. 228), "a truly theolo-

gical theology" (p. 77). It was meant to meet real, not academic, problems. As such, it has

a certain relevance for us today, and we read Luther best when we read him speaking to us

and for us. The author's purpose, therefore, is perhaps best described as an effort to trans-

pose Luther into the twentieth century rather than to transpose himself into the si-xteenth.

Ebeling writes of his subject with assurance and even with some veneration. His apprecia-

tion for Luther's theology is great, and his promise of a novel approach overcomes our re-

luctance to sift through the familiar categories once again. His interpretation of Luther,

and indeed of the Reformation, as a "speech-event" (Sprachereignis: "linguistic innova-

tion") is incisive (pp. 27-28, etc.). But despite his success in disclosing the structure of

Luther's thought and setting it into a new and clearer relief, Eberling's implied claim that

the basic premises of Luther's theology are the basic premises for every true theology will

not satisfy all readers. As Luther faces his critics, every objection is resolved in his favor.

In other words, some treatment of Luther's limitations would reassure the skeptical. More-

over, even under Ebeling's skillful handling, this peremptory voice from the sixteenth cen-

tury often speaks with a strange and distant accent.

JOHN W. O'MALLEY, University of Detroit

W. Fred Graham. The Constructive Revolutionary: John Calvin and His Socio-Economic

Impact. Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press, 197L Pp.251. $7.95.

It has been nearly a decade since anything significant has appeared in English concerning

the social ethics of the Genevan Reformer. John Knox Press issued a translation of Andre

Biéler's L'humanisme social de Calvin but although this was a gem it was only a summary

of his other more important works on the economic and social thought of Calvin. Thus

Graham has rendered an important service to Reformation Studies and to social history.

His is a work that corroborates the position of such scholars as Brinton and Little who

contend that Calvinism is one of a few great revolutionary ideologies of modern European

history.

Briefly, the book consists of three parts - the Genevan scene at the time of Calvin (5

chapters), the influence of Calvin ori the city life (5 chapters), and the later and more

comprehensive influence of Calvin on the Western World (2 chapters). In some respects,

I think that chapter XII might have made a better introduction to the book since it pro-

vides a very concise and provocative account of "where we are" in modern secularity and

how we got there.



There is no question but that organized reHgion in its various forms of institutionahza-

tion, from the rehgious commune to the most formal "high church," has been struggling

with its social identification. By this I mean that the question has been repeatedly raised

about the nature of the relationship of a religious community (an ecclesia or church) to

the "secular" order, i.e., to society, the civil domain, or the state.

Calvin faced a similar problem and sought to delineate the implications of the Christian

proclamation found in the gospels for man's life in society. In a careful, concise, and often

refreshing manner. Professor Graham details the history of the process by which the French

expatriate and his ideas and ideals gained ascendancy in Geneva. There is a balance evident

between an idealistic and a materialistic reading of history as there is between an historical

and a theological methodology used in understanding Calvin.

Probably the central difficulty in Calvin's self-understanding and his response to correlat-

ing the gospel to commerce, organized charity, wage and price levels, education, family life,

and government is his reluctance and often rigidity to accept compassionately a corrupted

human nature and then to encourage the improvement of the commonweal. Graham ulti-

mately attributes this weakness to Calvin's Christology in an all too brief portion of one

chapter (x). In his words, "Because Calvin saw God as withdrawn from man at man's worst

moments, Calvin could also be withdrawn, unsympathetic at the sight of man in 'the stink

of filthy flesh' failing in his response to the love of God in Jesus Christ." (p. 182) This par-

tial involvement of God in human nature, as Graham interprets it, leaves Calvin open to

the charge of Nestorianism. But Graham soon qualifies this by noting the enormous lack

of clarity in most of post-Chalcedon Christology. This is indeed cautious, but he would

have enhanced his treatment considerably if he had studied the appropriate materials (esp.

Chapt. 3) of E. David Willis' Calvin's Catholic Christology-. The Function of the So-called

Extra Calvinisticum in Calvin's Theology (E. J. Brill, 1966). Willis and McDonald have dis-

pelled the myth of Calvin's Nestorian tendencies.

Similar caution occurs in chapter XI when discussing the Weber thesis. This protects Gra-

ham from refuting Weber on the basis of a limited reading of the Weberian corpus. Calvin

was not the father of capitalism or economic individualism nor did Weber clearly claim

such. David Little in Religion, Order and Law. A Study in Pre-Revolutionary England

(Harper, 1969) has rendered the best analysis of this question.

There are a few more minor deficiencies, e.g., the interesting but unessential material in

chapters one and two, repetitions on pp. 42, 56, 60, 105, the understatement regarding

non-Calvinists and commerce (pp. 77 ff.), use of Babel's 1916 work in VI, fn. 27, instead of

his 1960 work, confusing fn. 13 of chapter VII (p. 230) in reference to Monter's work.

The basic thrust of the study remains terribly relevant in its implications for those con-

tinuously challenged by the problem of how to combine concern for fallible mortals with

a passion for social righteousness. As a model of careful historiography, of the capacity to

transcend myopic subjectivity, and of a refreshing history of ideas, this monograph de-

serves extensive reading.

JOHN R. MEYER, Hamilton, Ontario.
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Jarold Knox Zeman. The Anabaptists and the Czech Brethren in Moravia. 1526-1628. A

Study of Origins and Contacts. Studies in European History, XX. The Hague-Paris: Mouton,

1969. $21.00.

Historians who investigate the reasons why an expected event did not happen are apt to

leave their readers feeling like a hungry diner after a meagre meal. This book's author be-

gan with an apparent anomaly which had puzzled earlier historians: the Unity of Czech

Brethren and the South German Anabaptists who migrated to Moravia taught very similar

doctrines on many issues; and yet, though the two groups lived in proximity to one an-

other during most of the 16th century, there is no record of mutual interaction or influ-

ence. Zeman set out to investigate the contacts and opportunities for contacts between

the two groups and to discover the reasons why they apparently ignored one another. His

findings are largely negative. Anabaptism in South Moravia began with the arrival of Bal-

thasar Hubmaier in the summer of 1526, and it remained an ethnic German movement,

fed by a stream of refugees and migrants from South Germany. Hubmaier ignored the

Unity, and the Unity's Czech-speaking leaders returned his indifference. Zeman's topo-

graphical survey of known Anabaptist and Unity congregations in South Moravia proves

that the two groups had plenty of opportunities for contacts, but his assiduous researches

uncovered only a few, fleeting personal contacts between leaders and several, unimportant

colloquies. Zeman's chief positive discovery is the existence in South Moravia of Anabap-

tist "spiritualizers" in addition to \\\ihrm\er\ Schwertler and the "proto-Hutterian"Sîà£i/er.

This is a very useful book, especially for the historian who cannot read Czech (including

this reviewer). It offers a fine survey of recent Czech scholarship on the Unity and a good

summary of all recent efforts to classify the various forms of Anabaptism. Above all, the

topographical section is a model of meticulous extraction of data from very recalcitrant

sources. This part of the book, a minute portrait of the geographical patterns of Unity and

Anabaptist settlements in South Moravia, is a genuine triumph.

Zeman demonstrates, beyond any doubt, the mutual indifference of Unity and Anabap-

tist leaders to one another, but he does not provide any clear, convincing reasons for that

indifference. His findings might have led him to question the assumptions and definitions

of the historians who suggested that the two groups ought to have regarded one another

as allies in a common cause. This applies less to the Czech scholarship on the Unity, a dis-

tinguished and relatively homogeneous tradition, than to recent scholarship on Anabaptism.

Zeman is aware of the patent inadequacy of all attempts to define Anabaptism according

to a single, internal principle, whether theological (pacifism, existential Christianity, bibli-

cism) or institutional (the free Church). He therefore adopts a definition containing two

principles, both internal: "Practical institution of a local congregation as an expression of

the church of baptized believers, with the administration of the Lord's Supper and church

discipline." (p. 107) This is perhaps more useful than the artful efforts to define Anabap-

tism according to a single principle, but the problem lies not in the number but in the kind

of definitional principles. Zeman's survey of typologies shows that every attempt to define

Anabaptism by internal principles alone has failed to produce a generally acceptable defini-

tion of the phenomenon, it is truly extraordinary that several generations of historians,

working from a common set of assumptions about the nature and importance of Anabap-

tism, have failed to produce a broad agreement about the origins and shape of the move-

ment.
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One way out of this impasse may be to search for the external conditions that produced

and shaped German Anabaptism. There is, first of all, the question of popular religious

movements before Anabaptism. Zeman gives the customary, cavalier dismissal to the hypo-

theses of Ludwig Keller and Albrecht Ritschl, vi^ho tried to connect Anabaptism with pre-

vious sectarian movements, but he cites approvingly the theories of Amadeo Molnar, which

point in the same direction. Molnar links the reform movements of the Middle Ages ("the

First Reformation") with those of the Reformation era ("the Second Reformation"). The

Anabaptists fall into the former category, a classification which Zeman disputes, though he

is sympathetic with Molnar's schema as a whole. No one would not study English Metho-

dism, French Jansenism, the Spanish allumbrados, or the medieval poverty movement as

though such movements had no historical antecedents. Why Anabaptism should continue

to be an historical orphan, without parents and without causes, is difficult to say.

A second line of approach is the study of South German society during the 15 th and

early 16th centuries with an eye to the social forces which spawned Anabaptism as a move-

ment, what Zeman lumps together under the rubric "non-theological factors." (p. 48) The

modern literature on the economies and societies of South Germany during this era is grow-

ing very rapidly, and it should prove indispensable for students of the German Reformation

when and if Reformation studies move back to the study of history rather than historical

theology alone. What sort of society was it that produced significant numbers of masterless

men, who repudiated all established institutions, and who pitted the Bible and the inner

light against the loyalties and customs of their fellows? It is not usual for men to cast off

their previous lives and to risk poverty, exile, and death for the sake of some new message.

Zeman seems dimly aware of the need to know something about the societies in which

these men lived. He notes, though without comment, that non-Roman ecclesiastical life in

South Moravia apparently rested in the hands of an alliance between gentry and clergy -

an extremely common phenomenon in reform movements in less advanced areas of Europe.

If Zeman had set his tantalizing topographical survey into a context of Moravian society

and history, his readers might have been able to judge the relative historical significance of

Moravian Anabaptism. Zeman fills many pages with chains of personal contacts and literary

influences; but there was certainly more to Moravian Anabaptism, just as there was more

to the Unity, than the personal connections and the ideas of a few preachers and writers.

Zeman's book reflects the successes and failures of the finely tilled garden of Anabaptist

studies. New sources may be uncovered, and we are likely to have new and more refined

studies of the theologies of individuals. What we are unlikely to get is an answer to one of

the most serious historical questions about Anabaptism, namely, why there should have

been an Anabaptist movement at all.

THOMAS A. BRADY, JR., University of Oregon

Carl S. Meyer, ed. Sixteenth Century Essays and Studies (Volume ll). Saint Louis: The

Foundation for Reformation Research, 1971. Pp.viii, 118. $3.50.

This second volume oi Sixteenth Century Essays and Studies consists of essays originally

read to the second annual Sixteenth Century Studies Conference in Saint Louis, 30 and
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31 October 1970. There are six essays: on Erasmus, by John B. Payne; on Calvinist

psalmody by W. Stanford Reid; on Pierre Viret, by Robert D. Linder; on Uturgical re-

form among the Irenicists, by John P. Dolan; on Marpeck and Butzer, by Donald J. Zieg-

ler; and on Cranmer, by John P. Forman. Copies may be ordered from The Foundation

for Reformation Research, 6477 San Bonita Avenue, Saint Louis, Missouri 63105.

R. W. VAN FOSSEN, University of Toronto

J. W. Lever. The Tragedy of State. London: Methuen, 1971. Pp. ix, 100. $7.95 cloth;

$3.65 paper.

In this series of lectures Professor Level considers a number of Jacobean tragedies for their

concern with the "phenomenon of state." Arguing for the "relevance" of the plays to the

political realities of the early seventeenth century, he dismisses as outmoded the concepts

of providential order that comprise a supposed Elizabethan World Order. The old formulas

were inadequate to account for what thinkers of independent mind viewed as the pattern-

less flux of human affairs or to justify tyrannies dedicated to power for its own sake, fos-

tered by the decadence of theold nobility, and maintained by policy. The preoccupation

of Jacobean dramatists with the corruption of the political order deeply affected their ex-

pression of the tragic forms they had inherited.

Lever distinguishes three principal versions of the tragedy of state. Into the Kydian re-

venge play the Jacobeans bring a new level of intellectual speculation, strengthened by

both satire and aphoristic moralizing, that emphasizes the evil of statism and the debase-

ment of human values under corrupt rule. The heroic play, which has its Elizabethan model

in Marlowe's treatment of aspiring supermen, sets its heroes against the unconquerable

machinations of policy rather than against the limits of mortality. The Roman play, like its

antecedent, the English history play, deals directly with politics, but it replacés the earlier

faith in providence by a pessimistic sense of the incurable depravity of power. These rela-

tively distinct forms merge towards the end of the Jacobean period in Webster's great tra-

gedies. The White Devil and The Duchess of Malfi have their most obvious affinities with

the revenge play; but the first conveys a Jonsonian sense of corruption as "a universal

phenomenon, the ambience of an entire civilization," and the second presents a Chapman-

like focus upon the heroic struggle of the individual.

Lever's approach yields generally satisfying accounts of the plays he discusses. One feels

that there is in much tragic writing after 1600 a narrowing of compass, a reduction in the

scope which imagination conceives as the context of tragic experience. Heroism is mocked

- tragically mocked - by the dispiriting persuasion that man's desire for heroic assertion is

opposed by forces that are petty as well as invincible. Lever's direction is altogether right

when he speaks of Jacobean tragedy as "a drama of adversity and stance, not of character

and destiny."

By insisting upon the innovations of the Jacobeans the author, as he points out, goes

against the tendency in recent scholarship to stress the continuity of English Renaissance

drama. Lever's forensic strategy in urging his position by no means leads to general excess,
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but it does produce emphases that are on occasion overstated or pressed too narrowly, as

in the claims for "relevance." In the Italy of The White Devil English audiences no doubt

saw much that struck home; but such appositeness does not necessarily become itself the

subject of the play. To find that The White Devil is concerned with "the overriding theme

of a corrupt society" confuses context with matter. The effect of the play's relevance is

to make credible its moral relativity by reminding spectators of the nearby corroborative

evidence. Moreover, the notorious ambivalence of Webster's tragedy gains force by the

play's formal relation to a tradition that from its inception deals uneasily with the abso-

lutes of virtue, duty, and death. Lever properly opposes the concept of a Jacobean drama
"where tragedy sat for ever re-enacting man's primeval fall"; yet for all its originality

Jacobean drama does not lose the resonance created by an Elizabethan awareness of

model and archetype, even though that awareness came increasingly to bear ironically.

The Tragedy of State has a pleasing style graced by many exact touches, as in the de-

scription of Chapman's Cato facing the after-life "in the spirit of a Dantesque Ulysses."

The book, however, suffers from its accommodation to an audience of "students without

a highly detailed knowledge of Jacobean drama." The necessity to provide summaries of

the plays (of which three at most might be thought obscure) mars the work. One wishes

it had been possible for Professor Lever to insist that his listeners do their homework be-

fore attending.

GUY HAMEL, University of Toronto

Richard Levin. The Multiple Plot in English Renaissance Drama. Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 197L Pp. 277.

During the last decade Professor Richard Levin has published a baker's dozen of articles

on the construction of English Renaissance drama. Now these articles have been aug-

mented by considerations of other plays, grouped in a careful schema of varieties of mul-

tiple plot drama that centers on about thirty exemplary analyses, framed by two "theo-

retical" chapters, and given both an appendix on the double plot in Roman comedy and

a useful bibliography. The result is The Multiple Plot in English Renaissance Drama.

In the first chapter, "The Unity of Multiple-Plot Drama," we are given a survey of

opinion which insists perhaps too strongly - (one recalls Yeats' little essay on "Emotion

of Multitude," for example), on the apparent prejudice against secondary plots in critical

writing before the 1940s, and then goes on to state the aim of the book: "a systematic

treatment of the subject [by supplying] the necessary framework for gathering together

and assimilating this scattered material" resulting from the newer, more accepting attitude

toward multiple plots. The chapter continues with a listing of the varieties of connection

among characters from different plots: connection through conventional relationships

(neighbours, kinsmen), and common settings (fairs); through causal relationship (aggres-

sor-victim); and through formal relationships (analogous functions in different plots). Over

these categories hovers the presiding idea of Aristotle's "four causes," which also provides

another kind of connection - an "affective relationship between plots ... corresponding to

Aristotle's final cause." A last paragraph, however, suddenly abandons this schema for an-
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other - "a set of categories located entirely within the formal mode, because it is the one

that most directly determines the specific structure and effect of the plays."

Subsequent chapters analyse and illustrate these new formal categories. Each chapter

opens with a discussion of the category, and illustrates its range through a variety of ex-

amples and several full-dress plot analyses. We go from "Direct Contrast Plots" (as in The

Changeling), to "Three-Level Hierarchies" (as in 1 Henry iv), to "Clown Subplots: Foil,

Parody, Magic" (as in Faustus), and end with "Equivalence Plots" (as in Troilus and Cres-

sida). Another chapter, rather too ambitiously titled "The Limits of Multiplicity," treats

A Chaste Maid in Cbeapside and Bartholomew Fair as the most complex instances of mul-

tiple plot drama; and a final chapter, "Beyond the Categories," briefly considers multiple

plotting from historical and generic perspectives, suggesting further directions for critical

inquiry.

One suspects that after a general agreement on the importance of its subject, the bril-

liance of some of its analyses and the usefulness of its taxonomy, reactions to the book

will be almost as multiple as its subject. The "Chicago School," like the "New Criticism,"

still raises many hackles. On the whole I think the favourable opinions will be nearer the

mark. The Multiple Plot in English Renaissance Drama is unfailingly intelligent. It is com-

pendious and laborious in the good senses those words had in the Renaissance. The distinc-

tions between foil and parody are acute; the insights we get into the ethical problems

raised, say, hy A Woman Killed with Kindness, show how far one can go in clarifying the

thought of a play by attending to its construction. But at some points the book seems less

rewarding. Not all plays "imitate actions." Or, putting the case in "Chicago" terms, not all

plays have plot as their "prime part" or "organising principle." In some, plot is a secondary

consideration, a trellis on which ambience or idea flourish. The difficulty with the meta-

phor hidden under the terms "construction" and "structure" is that it occasionally mis-

leads, prompting us to attend too much to plot when plot is not primary. I suspect that

readers will find the treatment of Troilus and Cressida less satisfactory than the splendid

discussion of yl Chaste Maid in Cbeapside precisely because the idea or ethos of some

plays, rather than "their specific structure," determines their effect on us. The two parts

of Henry IV might well have been given less cursory treatment, if only to contrast plays

with similar "plots" but dissimilar emphases on "plot" as an organizer and unifier of the

plays' materials. One feels that anatomy has - though at a very few points - been taken

for the whole of medicine. Yet perhaps such objections and an occasional reaction against

the thinness of some of the analyses are only signs of how well the book otherwise man-

ages its narrowness of focus and breadth of example.

S. P. ZITNER, University of Toronto

Sylvia D. Feldman. The Morality-Patterned Comedy of the Renaissance. The Hague:

Mouton and Co., 1970. Pp. 1-165. 18 Dutch Guilders.

Despite its title, this study deals only with plays of the English Renaissance. Its hypothesis

is "that a category of Renaissance drama exists which has not yet been recognized. Its pur-

pose is to isolate and describe the characteristics of that category: the morality-patterned
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comedy." (p. 13) According to Dr. Feldman such comedy is characterized by four elements:

by an overt didacticism, teaching the behaviour necessary for spiritual salvation; by a group-

ing of characters into three main classes - mankind figures, virtues, and vices - which are

presented realistically not allegorically; by a common "action," presenting "the conflict

between the forces of good and the forces of evil for the possession of the body and soul of

a typical Christian" (p. 44); and by a seven-stage structure in which "the Vices are intro-

duced; the Mankind figure is introduced in a state of virtue; he is tempted and falls; his life

in sin is shown; he is tempted to despair of mercy; he repents, that is, his faith in divine

grace is restored, he is contrite, he confesses his sins, and he usually does penance; finally,

he is forgiven." (p. 14) This structure. Dr. Feldman argues, is more important for under-

standing morality plays than the use of allegory; and though in its later manifestations it

is "particularized" to plots about realistic people in non-universal situations, with the con-

cern for salvation increasingly equated with worldly prosperity and the seven-stage struc-

ture truncated, it can provide a key for the interpretation of some seventeen major come-

dies of the Elizabethan-Jacobean period.

There is a basis of good sense in this argument - the morality structure certainly did offer

one pattern for Elizabethan comedy - but the study has several major weaknesses. In the

first place, the association of morality structure with Elizabethan comedy is already more

widely accepted than Professor Feldman would have us believe - a glance at her biblio-

graphy shows far too heavy a reliance on critics as dated as Ten Brink, Schelling, Gayley,

Courthope, or Boas (and in a work of advanced scholarship one does not expect credit to

be given to the "College Outline" Guide to English Literature from Beowulf through Chau-

cer and Medieval Drama). Her concentration on morality structure to the exclusion of al-

legory is arguably more original, but her analysis of particular morality plays and interludes

is run of the mill, with no new insights, while any definition of "moral interlude" which

excludes the work of Bate, Wager, Fulwell, Lupton, and Pickering is surely too tendentious.

The argument tha!t How A Man May Chuse A Good Wife from A Bad belongs to a unique

category because it has differences from As You Like It (= romantic comedy). All Fools

and The Supposes (= Latin situation comedy) Volpone (= comedy of intrigue), andy4 King

and No King (= tragicomedy) is unconvincing because the exempla are arbitrarily chosen

and, anyway, negative comparisons cannot logically be used to prove a positive. Most da-

maging, however, is the fact that, when Dr. Feldman gets down to using her formula to

explicate particular comedies, it provides no critical illumination but, on the contrary, dis-

torts the plays badly. To give one example: she interprets The Dutch Courtezan as a simple

morality balance of Malheureux (mankind figure) between Franceschina (the Vice) and

Freevill (the Virtue), with no recognition of the moral ambiguity of Freevill himself, par-

ticularly as he is paralleled by Cockledemoy in the subplot (which Dr. Feldman does not

mention), and no discussion of the Montaigne-inspired libertinism of Crispinella.

The whole approach is far too insensitively schematic, in fact. Dr. Feldman seems to care

more about her formula than about the plays which are its Aristotelian justification. At

best, she is reductive; at worst, she totally distorts. It comes as no surprize to find that the

study was her dissertation. It shows a knowledge of the period and has a nucleus of truth,

but it is neither original enough nor sound enough to have been worth publishing. It is also

very repetitive.

R. B. PARKER, University of Toronto
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Brian Vickers. Classical Rhetoric in English Poetry. London: Macmillan, 1970. Pp. 180. $10

One's first reaction to this book is to wonder why it was needed. Surely we have enough

books now on rhetorical backgrounds, especially in regard to the English Renaissance, which,

despite its title, is where almost all of this book's emphasis lies. But one's first reaction is

not infrequently wrong, and this turns out to be a pleasing case in point. Brian Vickers has

provided what has been missing all along, a just, evenhanded, and comprehensive treatment

of this subject.

One reason such a book has been so long lacking is that until comparatively recently most

criticism has hesitated to acknowledge the importance of rhetoric for the Renaissance, fear-

ful (sometimes justifiably so) of a simplistic application of rhetorical concepts that would re-

duce Renaissance poetry to a dry-as-dust subject for pedantry from which critics who could

not tell antimetabole from epizeuxis would be barred. The most significant treatments of

rhetoric have until now lain chiefly either in those writers who discuss the topic while on

their way to other pursuits - as does Madeleine Doran in her admirable Endeavors of Art -

or in tendentious treatments such as that which characterizes Rosemond Tuve's Elizabethan

and Metaphysical Imagery.

Vickers manages neither to despise rhetoric nor to claim too much for it as an aid to our

understanding. He is admirably aware of the twofold dangers in a mechanistic, too-technical

approach to the interrelationship of rhetoric and poetry: that of losing sight of the poem

and that of losing the interest of a large proportion of his readers. When he does bring his

book to its natural climax in the final chapter, with rhetorical analyses of poetry by Sidney,

Spenser, Shakespeare, and Herbert, he is gentle to both poem and reader, even to the point

of warning us that these "are samples and demonstrations, and suffer from the usual fault

of demonstration pieces, that the points have probably been too myopically and laboriously

spelled out. For a sustained piece of rhetorical criticism one would not need to point to

every figure, and in order to absorb rhetorical analyses into the body of critical method we

have to balance it against other approaches (the study of imagery, rhythm, structure, argu-

ment), which will sometimes be of more value in interpreting a particular pOem, sometimes

of less" (p. 166). Caveats similar to this one abound throughout the book concerning the

potential misuses and abuses of rhetorical approaches to literature: "... although more work

needs to be done on the influence of the large-scale rhetorical processes on literature, it

must not be prosecuted in a narrow-minded way or on the assumption that it alone holds

the key to the problem of literary structure. Especially in the mimetic narrative forms of

the novel and the drama, writers were working increasmgly with nonrhetorical methods,

and the farther we get away from the specific processes of rhetoric the harder it is to

establish any connection" (p. 80).

However, while stressing the moderate nature of his claims, Vickers does believe that

understanding rhetoric is worthwhile and important for English poetry, especially Renais-

sance English poetry. It would never be thought of as a dull and fruitless occupation, he

suggests, if we fully recognized the function that rhetoric had for the poets; if there is one

central idea, and one fresh perspective which Vickers wishes to offer his reader, it is this:

"... that rhetorical figures are the conventional representation of verbal patterns expressed

in states of extreme emotion" (p. 94). His argument in support of this contention is both

persuasive and attractive. The most seemingly awkward or stiff rhetorical figures thus have
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artistic function in context: they are stylized disruptions of normal syntax designed to re-

flect disturbances internal to the speaker.

Vickers' book does have some limitations, chief among them a distressing overdepen-

dence on secondary sources at times when he could easily have gone to the original, a fact

which his choice of parenthetical documentation can painfully point up. This dependence

on things secondhand shows up in his apparently total reliance on translations of the Latin

and Italian originals that he does use (though I confess a preference for his use of quota-

tions in English to the assumption that every reader is at ease in four languages). In his de-

fense it must be said that Vickers seems to conceive of his main task as being that of syn-

thesizing the work that modern scholarship has already done, and that as a synthesizer he

is a judicious one (see, for example, his attempt to reevaluate and moderate the claims for

Ramus and his influence in rhetorical and intellectual history).

The book's larger limitations are in thoroughness of treatment and, at times, even in

scope of knowledge. These are limitations that Vickers is himself aware of. "I am con-

scious that much more needs to be said about rhetoric in the Middle Ages and in the

eighteenth century. Perhaps my inadequacies will provoke others to fill the gaps" (p. 11).

Some variant of this statement occurs at least a half dozen times in the course of the study,

and it gives the book an odd quality, rather that of a work-in-progress, its author appar-

ently conceiving of part of his duty as pointing the way for future studies, delineating the

gaps and the weaknesses in present scholarship, calling attention to the pitfalls and wrong

turns. In itself this is not an unadmirable task, but meanwhile, while waiting for others to

follow the indicated paths, this work is a good start in the right direction. The scholar al-

ready familiar with current studies of rhetoric will still find the book a convenient addition

to his library; the student looking for easy access to the field will find it a valuable tool in-

deed.

RUSSELL M. BROWN, Lakehead University

James M. Osborn. Young Philip Sidney: 1572-1577. New Haven and London: Yale Univer-

sity Press, 1972. Pp. xxiv, 565. $25.

The windfall of seventy-six unpublished letters from 1573 to 1576 gave James Osborn the

opportunity, in a partial biography of Sidney, to detail the actions, friends, and thoughts

of the young man during these formative years. In addition, twenty-four letters hitherto

unpublished strengthened the impetus to tell the story of this part of Sidney's life. Many
backgrounds and occupations are covered by Sidney's correspondents of that time, among
them two young sons of Admiral Coligny, survivors of their father in the St. Bartholomew's

massacre; Wolfgang Zundelin, almost a syndicated newsgatherer residing in Venice; Jean

Lobbet, a professor of law in Strasbourg; Andreas PauU, an adviser of the elector of Sax-

ony; Cesare Carrafa, an Italian Catholic poet; Théophile de Banos, a Huguenot minister in

Frankfort; the Bohemian Baron Slavata, a sometime student in Padua, sometime freeload-

ing traveler in England; Charles de l'Ecluse, the eminent botanist; Jean de Vulcob, the

French ambassador to Vienna. Many of these were the friends and intellectual allies of

Hubert Languet, who eagerly opened all doors for the impressive youth Philip Sidney
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whom he first met in Paris in 1572. What Mr. Osborn tells is the story of Sidney's Bil-

dungsreise of 1572-75 and its short-term consequences.

In addition to passages from letters old and new, Osborn prints "Certain notes concern-

ing the present state of the Prince of Orange, and the provinces of Holland and Zeeland, as

they were in the month of May 1577." This was printed by Kervyn de Lettenhove in 1890,

but is only here brought to attention as part of Sidney's oeuvre. Osborn also prints for the

first time the instructions for Sidney's embassy to the imperial court in 1577. Finally, a

long letter to Edward Denny from 1580 is included. Denny on going into Ireland asked

for Sidney's "minde of the directinge of [his] studyes." The valuable letter is Sidney's ad-

vice on what the young man of thirty-three should read.

When Sidney began his continental tour, he was fortunately discovered by Languet and

chosen for his protégé, thus gaining access to the learned and diplomatic world of Paris,

Strasbourg, Heidelberg, Frankfort, Vienna, Venice, and Padua - to name just the" cities

where Sidney stayed. His tour would have been incomparably poorer without Languet's

active influence. With the wealth of new letters, Mr. Osborn wisely chose to tell this story

at length, beginning his comprehensive narrative with the Paris of 1572 which was preparing

for the wedding of the King of Navarre and Marguerite of Valois. The full account ends

with Sidney's embassy to the imperial court in Prague. Sidney's life before 1572 and after

1577 is merely sketched in.

The story of these five years covers almost five hundred pages and is accordingly reward-

ing for the student of Sidney. This same exhaustiveness, however, makes it a specialist's

book, for much of the recovered correspondence (which is by no means printed in full)

occurred simply for the exchange of news. Personal details are disproportionately few.

The collection, known to be at Penshurst until the mid-eighteenth century but misplaced

after that, serves to validate the assertion of Greville and others that Sidney was known

and respected by learned and important men abroad, with whom he corresponded. Lan-

guet and his friends were eminent but never powerful themselves, were at most advisers to

the powerful. In Sidney they saw the opportunity to translate their dreams into reality.

Sidney, they thought, had the rank, ability and virtue to carry their counsels into execu-

tion. But Sidney never made it into the inner circle of men who ruled his country. His role

at home, as conceived by the Queen, was distinctly minor. Only the accident of a dramatic

death on a battlefield abroad gave Sidney the brief attention of kings. After only a dozen

years which saw the publication of Sidney's romance, poems and criticism, the political

Sidney was forever submerged in the poet.

Several small errors may be noted. Sir Henry Sidney was installed K.G. in May 1564 (cf.

Wallace, pp. 22-23), not May 1565 (Osborn, p. 4). Thomas Moffett was physician to the

Earl of Essex (cf. Moffett, Nobilis, p. xv), not to Walsingham (Osborn, p. 21). Languet was

born in 1518, not 1528 (p. 47). Thomas Coningsby, Sidney's companion in Vienna in 1573,

was not Sidney's first cousin, son of Philippa Sidney Coningsby (p. 75); he was later to

marry Philippa FitzWiUiam, who was Sidney's first cousin, daughter of Anne Sidney Fitz-

William.

Mr. Osborn misquotes Sidney's description of himself on his embassy of 1577. He was

not "Proregis Hibernici filius" (p. 454), but carried "Pro-regis Hiberniae filii" (among

other things) under his coat of arms (cf. Collins, p. 100). Daniel Rogers did not accom-

pany Sidney across the Channel (cf. pp. 452-45 3). He arrived in Louvain in the middle of
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the day that the English ambassador Thomas Wilson, taking Sidney with him, had con-

gratulated Don John on the recent peace between Spain and its Low Country subjects.

Rogers' arrival with new instructions - to protest the favour which English recusant rebels

found in Don John's court - made Wilson seek a second interview on the same day. Dr.

Wilson, not Sidney (as Osborn states on p. 454), spoke frankly to Don John and received

fair answers in return. (The sequence is clear from the sources printed in Lettenhove's

volume IX of Relations politiques des Pays-Bas et de l'Angleterre).

Sidney's companion in 1577 who "is a very near relation of mine" (p. 462) can be iden-

tified. He is Fulke Greville. On April 8 in Prague, Sidney wrote to l'Ecluse in Vienna that

he would not personally be able to see him on this occasion, but he sent a letter of intro-

duction with the unnamed gentleman: "... since he has a great desire to see your beautiful

city of Vienna, I gave these few words to take with him ..." (Osborn's translation). On

April 12, l'Ecluse, using Sidney's own words, wrote to Joachim Camerarius the younger

"... ad nos venit Generosus Adolescens Dominus Fulko Grivel, Illustris Legati Anglici Do-

mini Philippi Sidnei consanguineus, urbis videndae causa, qui per dispositos equos, ut

venerat, Pragam revertitur" (printed in J. A. van Dorsten, Poets, Patrons, and Professors,

p. 51).

Robert Sidney did not begin his foreign travels with Languet and Count Casimir on their

return to Antwerp from London in February 1579. Correspondence between Sir Henry

Sidney in London and Robert in Strasbourg from September, October, and November

1578 is printed (or alluded to in letters) in Collins. One of Philip Sidney's famous letters

of advice to Robert on how to travel is endorsed as having been received on June 21, 1578

(Feuillerat 3: 3 36-3 37).

Philip's wife Frances was not pregnant when she joined him in the Netherlands in June

1586 (p. 514). Philip had been away from England for seven months and Frances was ex-

pecting when Sidney died four months after she arrived. The unborn child is included in

Philip's will. Conyers Read (Walsingbam 3: 424) quotes Leicester to Walsingham on the

exhausted pregnant widow. Frances returned to England, and on December 24, no more

than six months after she had joined Philip, Walsingham her father wrote to Leicester: "I

thank my God for it I am now in good hope of the recovery of both my daughter and her

child." His language implies that the child has been born and is out of danger, but this is

impossible less than six months from conception. If Walsingham meant that he hoped

Frances' health were recovered enough to bring the baby to a safe term, his hopes were

again in vain, for the child did not survive. These lapses hardly detract from the work as

a whole.

Mr. Osborn presents an excellent picture of Sidney which Languet and his friends would

recognize. In contrast, the Sidney of legend, the shepherd knight, the author of Arcadia

and Astropbel and Stella, and the dramatized Sidney of Zutphen and Arnhem are a Sidney

they never knew. Their Sidney is the charming, extremely sensitive aristocrat, a highborn

youth whose mind, judgment and virtue destined him for the greatest sway in European

affairs. The thoroughness of this picture is the chief accomplishment of Mr. Osborn's bio-

graphy.

JOAQUIN C. KUHN, University of Toronto
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Edward M. Wilson and Duncan Moir. A Literary History of Spain. The Golden Age: Drama

1492-1700. London: Ernest Benn; New York: Barnes and Noble, 1971. Pp. xviii, 171. $5.25

Paper. (Distributed in Canada by The General Publishing Company, Toronto.)

This very useful volume has been written in collaboration by Edward M. Wilson (Calderon

de la Barca only) and Duncan Moir, both British scholars. .Their achievements are consider-

able, and the manual is highly recommended, with some reservations, for students of the

Golden Age at all levels.

All critics would agree, 1 am sure, that "the three most important playwrights of the

seventeenth century in Spain" (p. 87) are Lope de Vega, Tirso de Molina and Calderon de

la Barca. Many would also claim that there is a fourth great name, that of Juan Ruiz de

Alarcôn, and that this dramatist should not be lumped in with Vêlez de Guevara, Mira de

Amescua, etc., in his two-page account, but, in addition to being referred to as "a "much

more gifted dramatist" than some (p. 80), should be given the fuller treatment such as was

accorded him by Margaret Wilson, for example, in her Spanish Drama of the Golden Age

(Pergamon, 1969), pp. 130-38. Personally, I should not accept the stress put on the sup-

posedly strong didactic intention of Lope de Vega's plays (p. 69), for surely he was the

least of a "teacher" of all of the Golden Age dramatists and was above all trying to enter-

tain, with "ensalzar deleitando" at most. Nor should I take too literally Lope's directive

in the Arte nuevo to write "in prose" (p. 48), for I suspect that by the word prosa he did

not intend that medium as we generally conceive it. Also, another example of details to

which I should object, is the very slight treatment of La estrella de Sevilla, which, as an

"admirable y famosa tragedia," is deserving of additional attention. The word "tragedy"

is overemphasized in several cases (for example. Las paces de los reyes, p. 60; Peribanez,

p. 66), when such plays, with their satisfactory endings, are comedias in the Golden Age

sense. (On the other hand, it is gratifying to see the stress laid on the close ties between

the spirit of the Arte nuevo and Lope's practice and the earlier Italian tragicomedianssuch

as Guarini.) It seems wrong (an example of another doubtful detail, p. 89) to state that

Don Juan "seduces Dona Ana de Ulloa," for Catalinon, at the end of the -Burlador, clearly

points out that the evil intent was not fulfilled. In the chapter on Calderon, references to

"an excellent monograph" on source materials oï El principe constante and to the opinion

of "one critic" (both p. 105) are not identified, and must be established by the reader, not

through the Notes but by examining the Bibliography at the end of the volume.

Generally speaking, however, the Notes at the end of each chapter oi Drama 1492-1700

are quite full and helpful in providing bibliographical leads, and the above-mentioned end-

Bibliography has been carefully selected. Nevertheless, it is strange that the useful Twayne

monographs (the Parker Gil Vicente, 1967; the Hayes Lope de Vega, 1967; the Hesse Cal-

deron de la Barca, 1967; and the MacCurdy Rojas Zorrilla, 1968) have not been included.

On the whole, the authors have made good use of time-tested and up-to-date theories

and information, and their results are good background reading to accompany a study of

plays themselves and theatrical productions of Golden Age comedias.

J. H. PARKER, University of Toronto
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José C. Nieto.y«a« de Valdés and the Origins of the Spanish and Italian Reformation. Gen-

ève: Librairie Droz, 1970. Pp. xvii, 356. (Travau.x d'Humanisme et Renaissance. CVIII.)

Dr. Nieto has done very well in his successful effort to unravel the historical significance of

Juan de Valdés' thought for the Reformation in Spain and Italy. This significance is consider-

able, and the investigation has been undertaken and carried out in an original way. "Knowl-

edge" and "Experience" are the key motifs which have been employed to set "Valdesian

thought within the stream of Reformation thought, without considering him to be either a

Roman Catholic Reformer or a Protestant."

Valdés, quite independent of Luther - Nieto shows - experienced and formulated the doc-

trine of justification by faith alone, in a manner more appealing than Luther's, to greatly

influence many Italian humanists and theologians of his day and in later periods of history.

Nieto claims for Valdés also, with supporting evidence, "the first theological formulations

of non-Roman Catholic thought of sixteenth century Spain and Italy," and finds in him an

overriding tolerance, for "Valdés' principle of tolerance is rooted in the Christian experience

which learns how men misuse their ideas about God to harm other men, something Valdés

found incompatible with Christian freedom, love for one's neighbor, and God's glory."

For his careful analysis of the problem of his influence on the Spanish and Italian Refor-

mation, Nieto has made use of a very large number of source materials: Original (Valdés'

works and Inquisitorial records), works on Valdés and Valdesianism, and general works, in-

cluding monographs, periodical and encyclopedia articles and unpublished dissertations. Al-

so, leading "valdesianos," such as Marcel Bataillon, to whom the book is dedicated, have

given fruitful encouragement to the author to go forward with his difficult task; and other

specialists, like Américo Castro, have lent historical orientation.

The Index lists, with page numbers, references to historical and literary figures of the day

(from Cardinal Benedetto Accoliti to Zwingli); and would have been even more useful had

it included references to modern critics mentioned and quoted by Nieto.

Originally conceived as a doctoral dissertation for Princeton Theological Seminary (pre-

sented in 1967), Nieto's monograph is now before us in print. Dr. Nieto and the Librairie

Droz, through its Director, M. Alain Dufour, are to be congratulated on a volume success-

fully brought forth.

J. H. PARKER, University of Toronto

Brian PuUan. Rich and Poor in Renaissance Venice. Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1971.

Pp. x, 689. £6.50.

Rich and Poor in Renaissance Venice is, as its author states, "not a straightforward history

of philanthropy, but rather an attempt to describe the place occupied, in society and the

state, in Venice and its mainland provinces, by institutions among whose functions was the

relief of the poor." The form of this attempt was dictated by the facts, since Venice had no

single, central authority charged with poor relief, but a congeries of institutions, mostly

brought into being by private initiative, state-regulated but not state-sponsored, and pious

but not ecclesiastical.
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First, the Scuole Grandi, of which the best-known, thanks to Tintoretto, is San Rocco.

The oldest of them started as societies for flagellation in the thirteenth century when that

activity was accounted pious rather than perverse, but by the sixteenth century they were

turning into something like modern service clubs, except that the recipients, as well as the

donors, of relief were members.

Secondly, the great hospitals - the Incurabili, the Derelitti, and the Mendicanti, for the

poor as well as the sick - founded to meet the harsh challenges of plague, famine, and va-

grancy during the sixteenth century. By the century's end, these, along with a number of

lesser institutions, had virtually eliminated begging from Venice.

Thirdly, the Jewish banks. After a number of vacillations of policy, the Venetian govern-

ment in 1573 compelled the Jewish community to provide loans to the poor at a non-

profitmaking 5 per cent, but also forewent its own taxing powers, in effect substituting

the Jewish banks for the Monti di Pietà which performed the same function on the main-

land.

Of the wider issues Dr. PuUan raises, perhaps the most interesting is his rejection of a

strict dichotomy between "Catholic" and "Protestant" social policies. Discrimination in

the bestowal of relief and encouragement of the poor to support themselves were principles

advocated as much by Catholics as by Protestants, and the one really "Catholic" attitude

found in Venice - the belief that making a donation to charity conferred some spiritual

merit on the donor - does not seem to have made much practical difference.

But to make any generalizations on the basis of the Venetian example is hazardous, since

Venice, as this study abundantly demonstrates, was exceptional in many ways, even as com-

pared with its own subject territory on the mainland, and interesting for that very reason.

Dr. PuUan writes from a knowledge of the Venetian archives that is, to a non-initiate, noth-

ing short of awe-inspiring, and every student of Renaissance social policy will learn much

from his findings.

N. WICKENDEN, University of Alberta

Fredi Chiappelli. Nnovi studi sul linguaggio del Machiavelli. Firenze: Le Monnier, 1969.

Pp.192.

In 1952 Fredi Chiappelli published an incisive monograph on Machiavelli 's language, focus-

sing primarily on the style of the Prince. The new work under review - which in some ways

is perhaps even more penetrating and revealing than the first - deals with the origins and

formation of Machiavelli 's peculiar stylistic structures, whose history, of course, can be

traced only by searching the writings belonging to the earliest period in the Florentine

Secretary's varied career. Chiappelli restricts his investigation to a three year span, July

1498-July 1501, as yet not seriously studied by scholars. The results of his minute analysis

support the thesis he sets forth at the outset: No stylistic fracture exists between the secre-

tarial and diplomatic writings on the one hand and the masterpieces of later years on the

other. This is so even though - no doubt - one can see the style gradually becoming, through

an ongoing process of refinement, more finely guarded and effective, while rhetorical de-

vices are ever more consciously and knowingly employed for precise effects.
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A brief introductory chapter (pp. 1-1 1) places in their historical context the hetero-

geneous writings belonging to the period chosen; a second one (pp. 11-22) defines the

means available for a stylistic characterization, which are essentially the numerous correc-

tions made by Machiavelli himself on his manuscripts (each correction obviously reflects a

conscious, symptomatic stylistic choice). Two chapters (pp. 23-49) investigate the vocabu-

lary, both in terms of the repertoire of words normally available in the environment of the

young Machiavelli, and with regard to the latter's attitude toward latinisms, technical ter-

minology, foreign words, etc., which at the time could be employed to increase and vary

the resources of ordinary Tuscan.

The rest of the volume (eleven short chapters condensing a great deal of material) is an

analysis of syntactic structures, particularly of the various sentence types (hypothetical,

concessive, causal, etc.). It is by means of this decomposition that one can observe in

depth the genetic process which was to produce the terse and skillful syntactic architec-

ture characterizing the great prose of the Prince and the Discourses.

Chiappelli's approach, based necessarily on a thorough classification of the data, is con-

stantly guided by the need to interpret <^gli istituti grammaticali in quanto operano den-

tro la coscienza del Machiavelli e caratterizzano concretamente la sua personalità.> The

method employed is, on the whole, traditional and modern syntactic theories remain for-

eign to it. The results, however, show what every good linguist should know, namely that

a multiplicity of approaches is possible, and that different methods can yield equally good

fruit.

The book is in every regard eminently readable, and certainly provides - together with

the earlier monograph by the same author - an exemplary means for a full understanding

of the linguistic identity of Machiavelli both at the time of his skillful negotia and, further,

of his later productive otia.

GIANRENZO P. CUVIO, University of Toronto

Jacques Grévin. César. Edition critique avec Introduction et Notes par Ellen S. Ginsberg.

Textes Littéraires Français, 179. Geneva: Droz, 1971. Pp. 185.

césar is the second modern play to treat of the assassination of Julius Caesar, and the first

to do so in the vernacular (Grévin's teacher, Marc-Antoine Muret, had composed, ca. 1544,

Julius Caesar, a Neo-Latin tragedy). It is also one of the earliest classical tragedies written

in French. The play was performed February 16, 1561 (n.s.), and, along with Grévin's

comedies, was published in Paris almost a year later. Reprinted twice in the next half-cen-

tury, like all French dramatic literature before Corneille, it was then consigned to several

centuries of oblivion.

Professor Ginsberg's intention has clearly been to provide us with "everything we always

wanted to know about César." The relatively short text (1103 lines) is accompanied by a

judiciously selected apparatus criticus drawn irom, inter alia, Grévin's own annotated and

emended copy of the first edition. Copious notes give relevant source materials, and there

is both glossary and bibliography. Grévin's important "Brief discours pour l'intelligence de

ce theatre," in both its complete and truncated forms, precedes the text, and is itself pre-
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ceded by succinct introductory chapters on the author's Hfe, language and versification,

editions, variants, etc. Longer chapters are entitled "Sujet et sources" and "Analyse." The

former analyzes Grévin's debt to various models: dramatic (Seneca, Muret), historical (Plu-

tarch, Suetonius), and poetic (Du Eellay's Antiquitez de Rome), and shows parallels be-

tween César and the works of contemporary dramatists, Jodelle, the La Taille brothers,

and Robert Gamier. The "Analyse" is devoted to a wide-ranging structural and stylistic

evaluation of the play.

Prof. Ginsberg's desire to be complete occasionally leads to over-explicitness, but to cite

even one example would be mere quibbling. On another level, the reader may not be so

convinced that a given passage in Muret or Du Bellay is actually a "source" for César (e.g.

p. 116, n.41, and p. 128, n. 73); but even when a direct influence seems to be excluded,

resemblances of thought and expression none the less reveal unconscious borrowing and

perhaps a certain conventionality (the author was only twenty-one).

Our only serious reservations are aroused by the "Analyse." Prof. Ginsberg submits the

play to a very close and perceptive Neo-Aristotelian reading, and concludes part way

through that, as a coherently constructed imitation of an action, the play is a failure. She

then reverses her stand and admits (pp. 57-58) that Grévin is not imitating a tragic action

but a tragic event - which is what he had already told us in his "Brief discours" (p. 89). It

is not fair to apply to César a definition of tragic structure which the author did not - per-

haps could not - have. At the same time the issues and criticisms raised by Prof. Ginsberg

- and they go far beyond what I have been able to indicate here - do illustrate why César

and its contemporaries failed (and generally still fail) to appeal to ages later than their own.

Like Jodelle (whose Cléopâtre captive begins only after Antony's suicide), Grévin collapses

time and space so drastically as to make a progressively developing action impossible. Ten-

sion is eliminated as a dramatic device because the antagonists meet only once and very

briefly. Both Caesar and the conspirators are presented in a favourable light, and if the

play closes on a note of vengeance, it is perhaps more for historical than dramatic reasons.

The Renaissance dramatist was more concerned with oratory and rhetoric, with talking,

than with doing. It is a vice from which the French theatre has never completely recovered.

Prof. Ginsberg has made César available and accessible to the modern reader, but for all

that we are not likely to become devotees of French Renaissance tragedy. We may, however,

become devotees of Ellen Ginsberg. Her grasp of the materials and the sensible intelligence

of her methods have enabled us to comprehend the Renaissance mind as it attempts to as-

similate ancient history, Latin literature, the theory and practice of both rhetoric and tra-

gedy, and also contemporary modes of poetic and dramatic expression, then to move be-

yond assimilation to original creation in a new and still unfamiliar genre.

JOHN McClelland, University of Toronto

Coburn Freer. Music for a King. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1972.

Pp. V, 245. $11.

Positing that George Herbert's poetic was shaped by tension between humility and pride in

his character, Professor Freer examines Herbert's style in light of the bathos and elegance
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of the English metrical translations of the Psalms. Although he does not argue biographically

that Herbert saw any particular translations of the Psalms, Freer suggests speculatively that

there was good reason for the Psalms to have been central to worship for a seventeenth-cen-

tury parson. A good part of the book reviews the history of psalm styles from Wyatt to

Wither and explores the thesis that style and form are one with meaning. Wyatt's "sinking"

style, for instance, corresponds to the bathos in his picture of the relation between man

and God. The Psalms in general provide a model for poetic failure as a metaphor for reli-

gious failure. Most important to enriching our understanding of Herbert, Freer contends,

is the hiatus between the elegant variety of the Sidneyan psalms and the forced monotony

of the Sternhold and Hopkins Old Version. The drab Common Meter of the Old Version,

the ballad stanza's fourteeners padded for rhyme's sake, as a treasury of bad verse, became

for Herbert a means to dramatize a theme characteristic of the Psalms, the knowledge that

through weakness one finds strength. The purposeful artlessness of the poet implies that

God is the source of all art. In a detailed study of Herbert's style which comprises the sec-

ond half of the book. Freer observes that whereas Herbert employs the musical variety of

the Sidneys in poetry which bespeaks spiritual irresolution and torn sympathies, he steps

down to the crude, facile, and clumsy style of the Old Version when he is reconciled with

God. Differentiating between "orchestral" and "tentative" form. Freer demonstrates that

metrical structures, stanza forms, and patterns of sound and syntax can become a part of

Herbert's poetic meaning or, on the other hand, they can suggest a meaning which is dif-

ferent from the ideas expressed.

Although Professor Freer offers some subtle insights into individual poems, his technique

of concentrating on meter and form tends to become laboured and repetitious. Much of

the material could be handled more succinctly because it has been covered by other scho-

lars. Louis Martz, Hallett Smith, Lily B. Campbell, to name just a few, are too conspicu-

ously present in a book which claims to offer a fresh approach. Surely the thesis that form

has meaning is a critical commonplace which is hardly peculiar to the Psalms. Neither is the

Common Meter restricted to the Psalms. Far more disturbing than its content is the metho-

dology of the book. Because he has not consulted the numerous Renaissance commentaries

on the Psalms, Freer is forced to deduce rather than to describe a critical theory for this

imitative verse. At times, for instance when he defines the primary motive for metrical

translation as a desire to make money, the methodological weakness results in an appalling

blunder. By emphasizing the influence of the songs of other men. Freer loses sight of the

Renaissance notion that the Psalms were the Word of God to be sung to God and not to

men. The number of studies of Herbert's style, which inevitably put the "manner" before

the "matter," now seems out of proportion with the devotional nature of both his poetry

and the Psalms. To quote from one Renaissance translator of the Psalms, Henry King, "this

Dixi was not so much the language of Davids Tongue, as of his Heart; Corde pronunciare

erat." Perhaps it is somewhat unjust to discuss what Professor Freer did not say. Obviously

Herbert spoke to men with words as well as to God with his heart. What Herbert scholar-

ship needs now is a study of something more than style. Until this is done the significance

of the metrical versions of the Psalter will remain somewhat tenuous: Freer can only main-

tain that the fusion of the elegant and bathetic styles "may be" the way Herbert adjusts his

pride to his vision of God.

H. ASALS, York University
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Dean A. E. Safarian announced the ap-

pointment, on October 31, 1972, of Pro-

fessor Stillman Drake as Acting Director

of the Centre for Renaissance Studies for

the current academic session.

After a career in government and finance,

Professor Drake joined the University of

Toronto in 1967 as a Professor of History,

holding his appointment in the Institute

for the History and Philosophy of Science

and Technology. In 1968 he received an

LL.D. from the University of California

and in 1971 was elected Fellow of the

John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foun-

dation. Dr. Drake is known internationally

for his work on Galileo and is the author

of seven books and over twenty articles on

the man and his work, besides other publi-

cations in the field of the history of science.

Professor Drake will continue to teach in

the Institute for History and Philosophy of

Science and Technology and will also be

responsible for co-ordinating the work of

the Centre for Renaissance Studies on cam-

pus. Professor J. K. McConica will continue

to serve as the Centre's Secretary.

EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT (1971-1972)

CENTRE FOR REFORMATION AND
RENAISSANCE STUDIES
VICTORIA UNIVERSITY - OCTOBER 1972

In looking back over the eight years of the

Centre's existence it is fair to say that, al-

though not all the earlier expectations have

materialized, nevertheless the general de-

velopment of the Centre has thus far been

satisfactory. Thanks to the cooperation of

the staff of the E.J. Pratt Library the Cen-

tre library is now being used more exten-

sively by scholars, graduate students, and

also some undergraduates. That the direc-

tors were able to build up within the com-

pass of a relatively short period of time

such valuable library resources may be

attributed to the steady support from

Victoria University, some generous gifts

from private sources such as the Fox Edu-

cational Foundation, and substantial grants

from the Canada Council.

Just before the general economic situa-

tion worsened several years ago those of us

involved in the work of the Centre had

very definite hopes about the many possi-

bilities for its future. Indeed it then seemed

that we could carry out plans to complete

the bulk of the essential holdings of the re-

search collection - a working scholarly col-

lection, not exclusively rare books - within

the next five years or so since about a third

of the collection, which ultimately should

contain approximately 30,000 volumes to

fulfill its function adequately, had been ac-

quired. Moreover, at that time there was

also the possibility that we might receive

some additional space in the form of a

seminar and offices and more library space

for books and readers. Thanks again to

Miss L. Fraser, Librarian of Victoria Uni-

versity, more space for the Centre collec-

tion was made available on the mezzanine

floor of the E. J. Pratt Library.

Since the Canada Council has ceased giv-

ing grants to libraries to develop their re-

search collections, thereby obliging us to

reduce our book purchases considerably,

we have relied mainly on support from

Victoria University and occasional gifts.

Despite this overall decline of funds we

have somehow managed to provide fellow-

ships, contribute some needed assistance

to the Renaissance and Reformation Bulle-

tin, sponsor or co-sponsor visiting lecturers,

and continue to collect research materials.

As was indicated in the last annual re-

port the decision to increase the amount

of our support of research activity in the

form of fellowships proved most successful

in terms of the results arising from several

on-going research projects devised by the
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fellows. This year we may not be able to

make as many appointments. We are at a

juncture where the critical financial situa-

tion of the parent institution, coupled with

the difficulty of obtaining funds from the

public or private sector of the economy, is

already forcing the Centre to cut back still

further in its budget with the result that

current activities and plans for future de-

velopment may be seriously restricted.

The reductions in the book budget have

obliged us to concentrate in part on areas

where our holdings are strong - an example

is the Bell Erasmus collection - but where

needed acquisitions are very costly. We
were recently unsuccessful in our attempt

to purchase the Opera omnia of Erasmus

published by Froben at Basel in 1540,

which was on the market in Europe for

about $2,000. Such an acquisition, not

available elsewhere in Toronto, would have

been of considerable use to persons en-

gaged in the research for the Erasmus pro-

ject. Further, there are many lacunae in

the area of French and Italian humanism,

the Alsatian and Swiss-German Reforma-

tion, not to mention British Drama, a field

in which Toronto has a number of inter-

ested specialists and large student enrol-

ment.

With regard to various responsibilities

the Centre can assume in the future, it

might be highly appropriate for it to pro-

vide for an annual visiting professor, and

an expanded programme of coUoquia,

seminars, lectures, etc.

Reference has already been made to the

increased use of the Centre research col-

lection. That this is possible is thanks to

the staff of the E. J. Pratt Library, some

of whom have helped reshelve and inven-

tory the books. Our increasing number of

readers is due in part to the fact that post

1800 items are also listed in the union

catalogue of the University of Toronto

Library. As more staff and students dis-

cover that the Centre collection has ma-

terials they wish to consult we can expect

somewhat crowded conditions for readers.

To date, however, it has been our policy

to encourage more students to use the

Centre library. We have sent out to many

interested staff members the new blue

readers' cards and are quite willing to pro-

vide one free to other qualified persons.

Those persons interested in having a new

card should apply to the director or to the

Secretary, 24 Birge-Carnegie Library (MWF).

Because of new security arrangements the

locks on the Centre collection have been

changed and only a few keys issued. Per-

sons who have taken books from the Cen-

tre collection are urged to return them as

soon as possible so that other readers may

use them. We wish to make it very clear

that the Centre's collection does not cir-

culate. In some instances a book may be

taken out by permission of one of the

directors. Those persons using the collec-

tion are requested to sign the users' book.

With regard to appointments at the Cen-

tre we regret to report that the Rev. Wal-

ther Dedi, one of the mainstays as far as

work on the Reformation is concerned,

returned to Europe to take a charge in

Milan. He will, while completing his doc-

torate, continue to serve as a European

representative for the Centre, his particu-

lar responsibility being the selection of

Zwingli materials for the Centre collec-

tion. He will also be in contact with scho-

lars in Switzerland on behalf of the Cen-

tre, especially Dr. Biisser (Director) and

Dr. Gaebler of the Institute for Swiss Re-

formation Research in Zurich. During the

past year Mr. Dedi and Prof. A. Farris pre-

pared a policy statement on Reformation

research at the Centre. We wish to pay

tribute to Mr. Dedi for his excellent work

at the Centre and hope that he may some
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day return to Toronto. Meanwhile we hope

that he and Mrs. Dedi are well settled down

to their new life in Milan.

Prof. Ruth Harvey, who teaches in the

Victoria College Department of English

and is in charge of Renaissance Culture,

one of the new interdisciplinary courses

offered at Victoria, is now the Centre's

Director of Research. In her capacity as

research assistant to the co-ordinating edi-

tor of the Collected Works of Erasmus, Miss

Beatrice M. Corrigan, she has compiled a

list of standard forms for names in Eras-

mus' correspondence. This article appeared

in the latest issue of Erasmus in English

(4/72), the Newsletter published by the

University of Toronto Press. (The News-

letter on the CWE and related matters may

be obtained free by writing to Collected

Works of Erasmus, University of Toronto

Press.)

Mrs. D. Sewell has been reappointed as a

graduate fellow in charge of the Bell Eras-

mus collection of which she completed an

inventory last summer. While working on

her doctoral dissertation on the Ciceronia-

nus she has also pursued research for the

Centre's bio-bibliographical project on Re-

naissance best-sellers and suggested a num-

ber of acquisitions for the Erasmus collec-

tion.

Miss Maud M. Hutcheson, Ph.D., has very

ably contributed information for the Re-

naissance best-sellers project. She has an

appointment as a research assistant in the

Centre.

We wish in particular to thank both Mrs.

Sewell and Miss Hutcheson for the help

they have given readers in the Centre

library.

The Director is pleased to report that

Victoria College is offering an interdisci-

plinary course, INV 201: Renaissance Cul-

ture, taught by Professors Ruth Harvey

and H. R. Secor, ably helped by the talents

of other colleagues from Victoria College

and more especially from the Department

of Italian and Hispanic Studies at the Uni-

versity of Toronto. We wish in particular

to commend Professor Beatrice M. Corri-

gan, who retired from that Department

last spring and has now assumed the many

responsibilities of co-ordinating editor of

CWE, and Professor Olga Pugliese. They

have both very graciously contributed

their time and talents to this course which

is specifically designed to interest under-

graduates in the interdisciplinary field of

Renaissance studies. That professors in

other parts of the University of Toronto

have voluntarily agreed to participate in

this course without remuneration may in

part be attributed to the longstanding

good relations which have developed

among these scholars of like interests

since the beginnings of the Centre. We
are indeed very fortunate that our students

can benefit from this arrangement.

Mention has been made of the Collected

Works of Erasmus project. Where possible

the Centre is attempting to co-ordinate

some of its research activities to supply in-

formation to those scholars engaged in the

Erasmus project. It is, to be sure, an infor-

mal arrangement that is mutually satisfac-

tory and productive. The Centre has al-

ready profited from the expert advice of

persons associated with the CWE such as

Professors D. F. S. Thomson, J.-C. Margo-

lin, W. K. Ferguson, J. K. McConica, M. M.

Phillips, and Sir Roger Mynors to name

some who have personally examined the

Bell Erasmus collection and consulted it

in their work. In an article printed in the

latest issue of the Erasmus in English News-

letter i^ni) Professor Corrigan refers to

the importance of the Bell Erasmus collec-

tion for the CWE project and notes our wil-

lingness to cooperate where possible. We
are attempting to assemble a collection of
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scholarly articles on Erasmus and would

welcome contributions of off-prints or

xerox copies of such articles. We are also

seeking to complete our holdings of early

editions of Erasmus and would appreciate

gifts of books written by, edited by, or

devoted to Erasmus.

Each year we have usually listed a few

of the outstanding additions to the Centre

library. One such acquisition this last year

has been a volume containing Erasmus'

edition of St. Augustine's letters. Others

include Renaissance translations of the

classics, neo-Latin works by French and

Italian humanists. Renaissance works on

language, more volumes of The English

Experience, the eleven volume set of the

State Papers of Henry VIII, reference works

on bibliography and the history of printing,

modern scholarly monographs on Zwingli,

etc.

The Centre also contributed in whole or

in part to the following scholarly events:

On October 19, 1971 the Centre and the

School of Graduate Studies sponsored a

lecture by Prof. André Stegmann, Director

of the Centre for Renaissance Studies at

Tours. He spoke on "La Place de l'huma-

nisme français dans l'humanisme européen."

The Centre contributed some financial

support to a very successful Conference

held in November, 1971 on "The Italian

Renaissance and Northern Europe." Pro-

fessor J. K. McConica very ably organized

this well attended colloquium under the

auspices of the School of Graduate Studies.

On February 7 and 8, 1972 Knox Col-

lege with some support from the Centre

sponsored lectures and a seminar by Dr.

Ulrich Gaebler of the Institute for Swiss

Reformation Research in Zurich. Dr. Gaeb-

ler spoke on "The Beginning of the Refor-

mation in Zurich" and "The Influence of

the Zurich Reformation on Protestantism."

On February 10, 1972 Professor Rika

Maniâtes, at the invitation of the Centre,

gave a lecture on Renaissance music in the

series of Victoria College public lectures.

This autumn the Centre invited the local

Erasmus scholars to a small reception given

in honour of Mrs. M. M. Phillips who was in

town to give a lecture for the School of

Graduate Studies and to meet some of the

scholars engaged in the Erasmus project.

As may be seen in the foregoing items,

the Centre is involved in many different

types of activities of interest to persons

throughout the University of Toronto and

beyond. It is our belief, however, that it

has served to bring together some of the

scattered parts of the whole and enabled

persons to work with singleness of pur-

pose.

In closing we wish to commend in parti-

cular Mrs. S. Vincent, the Centre's secre-

tary, who has so diligently looked after

the business side of our enterprise.

H. R. Secor, Director
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